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First Supplement '~o flJamorandum 61+-45 

Subject: Study Ho. 34 - Unifonl Rules of Evidence (Evidence Code-
Division 6--11i tnesscG.) 

7/20/64 

Since llreparing the princlpal LJemorondum on HUnesses, \Ie received 

COlll!llents on -the CoI!lL:ission's te:::rtative recoomendatio" on this subject 

from the Special Committee of the ConLerence of California Judges. 

Questions ra:l.sed by t;hese Corarents arc presented herein .'or Comnission con-

sideration. (The Rule and subdivision references in these comments have 

been changed to direct your attentIon to the appropriate section numbers 

as compiled in 'ohe proposed ]i,,,,idcnce Code). 

General 

Except for questions specifically raised herein, the Judges' Committee 

generally approves the tentative recommendation of the Commistion. Henc~ 

only questions that expose areas of differences are specifically raised 

herein. 

Section 701. 

The Judges' Committee recommends restoring the URE phrase "if the 

Judge finds" in the introductory language in this section. The Committee 

comments that "the qualification of a witness is necessarily a question 

for the judge; so, to eliminate the phrase, 'if the judge finds that, 1 

creates an uncertainty." 

The staff recommends against approval of this suggestion. A cons-

cientious effort has been made to eliminate the phrase "if the judge 

finds" throughout the Evidence Code wherever it is unnecessary. It is 

not necessary in Section 701 because the subject of this section is covered 

by Evidence Code Section 405, providing in part "The judge shall determine 
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the existence or nonexistence of the preliminary fact " . .. . .. 

The second point raised by the Judges' Committee in conne~t!on with 

this section is the suggestion to delete the phrase "by the judge and jury" 

following the word "understood" in subdivision (a), ®e Judges' CoI:Icittee 

states that this phrase adds nothing to the substance of the section. 

Section 702. 

The Judges' Committee recommends restoring the URE "prerequisite" 

language to this section. This is coupled with two other suggestions. 

First, the Committee suggests that the phrase "provided that the requirement 

of personal knowledge is deemed waived unless there is objection" should 

be added to the section; second, The Committee recommends that the dis-

cretionary authority of the judge to receive testimony conditionally, 

subject to the showing of the witness' personal knowledge being later 

supplied in the course of the trial, should be deleted from this section. 

The net effect of this suggestion is that, 

against objeotion of a party, a witness' personal knowledge must be shown 

"before the witness is permitted to give any test1Jnony". The CoJmn1ttee 

comments in support of this recommendation as follows: 

The difficulty of erasing from the lIU.nds of the jury that which 
they o.lready heard is well known. If evidence is received 
and the jury later instructed to disregard it, it is difficult 
for the jury to heed the court I 6 admani tion to disregard such 
test1Jnony. Conversely, we can conceive of no ~cul!U' difficulty 
in requiring, as a prerequisite, proof of personal knowledge prior 
to the giving of relevant or material testimony. 

Section 702 eliminates specific language indica.ting that the judge 

can receive the testimony of a witness conditionally subject to evidence 
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of his personal knowledge being later supplied in the course of the trial. 

This identical matter is covered in Section 403(bj', dealing generally 

-with proffered evidence as to the existence of the preliminary fact. (Sub

division (a)(2) of Section 403 refers specifically to the personal kno-w

ledge :c.equired of a -witness.) Hence, the Committee's suggestion in regard 

to this matter is already reflected in Section 702 as presently drafted. 

Though not dealt with specifically, the question of -waiver is sub

stantively covered by Evidence Code Section 353, -which provides in part 

that a "finding shall not be set aside • • • by reason of the erroneous 

admission of evidence unless: (a) There appears of record an objection 

to or a motion to strike the evidence that -was timely made and so stated 

as to make clear the specific ground of the objection or motion • " 

Similarly, the "prerequisite" language suggested by the Committee 

is not specifically included in the Evidence Code, this matter is sub

stantively treated in Section 403. The Commission previously approved 

the deletion of the "prerequisite" language for reasons exactly opposite 

to that mentioned in the comment by the Judges' Committee, namely, that 

the Commission did not -want to make it explicitly clear that personal 

knowledge must be shown as "prerequisite" to the giving of testimony by 

a witness, i.e., explicitly stating that a personal knowledge founda

tion must be laid before a witness is permitted to testify. Under both 

the existing la-w and the proposed statute as drafted, it is clear that 

this must be done; however, this is not ~ade as explicitly clear as it 

-would be by accepting the suggestion of the Judges' Committee. In light 

of the strong vie-ws expressed by the Commission in this regard, the 

staff makes no recommendation in regard to this suggestion. Ho-wever, if 
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c 
the Commission desires to :put in explicit language regarding this matter, 

the staff suggests the following to accomplish this purpose, changing 

subdivision (a) of Section 702 to read: 

(a) Except as provided in Section 721, ·t~e testimony of a 
witness concerning a particular matter is inadmissable unless 
he has :personal knowledge of the matter. Against the objection 
of a party, such personal knowledge must bs shown as a pre
requisite for the testimony of the vitness. 

It should be noted that the Judges' Committee approved including 

explicit reference to the power of the judge to reject the testimony of a 

witness concerning a matter if the witness does not have personal know-

~edge thereof. While this matter also is covered by Section 403 (re-

garding the judge's authority with respect to findings of preliminary 

fact) the Commission previously disapproved including specific language 

in this section. 

Section 710 

The Judges' Committee recommends the deletion of the specific refer-

ence in this section to "Chapter 3 (coo.mencing with Section 2093) of 

Title 6 Of Part 4 of the Code of Civil Procedure," which presently 

sets forth the form of oath, affirmation, or declaration. Instead, the 

Committee would substitute a reference to "as required by law" for the 

reason that "the code section, or its number, may be changed at any time." 

The Commission previously considered this problem and specifically 

rejected the original URE language containing a broad reference to "as 

requi.red by law", preferring instead that the specific reference be 

included. The start believes that the specific reference is helpful since 
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c 
the section refers to "in the ~ provided by law." In accord with the 

Commission's previous decision, the staff recommends against changing 

the present language. However, the staff does not feel strongly one way 

or the other in regard to this matter. 

Section 750 

Insofar as this section relates to interpreters and, therefore, is a 

restatement of subdivision (2) of Rule 17, the Judges' Committee approved 

this se ction. 

Sections 78:.., 785, and 788 

The comments of the Judges' Committee relate specifically to Section 

781 only. (Section 785 is a restatement of subdivision (3) of Rule 20, 

as to which the judges had no specific comment but apparently approved 

sub silentio; Section 788 is new and supersedes subdivision (2) of Rule 

20, as to which the judges had no specific comment but apparently apprc'Tcd 

sub silentio.) 

The Judges' Committee had two specific comments in regard to Section 

781. First, they comment that "no purpose is served by substituting the 

word 'attacked' or 'impaired' (URE) for the word 'impeached' which has a 

common mea.ning in law." The staff believes that the word" attack" is 

more appropriate than either of the other words since both "impaired" 

it U and impeached preperly relate to the effect of the evidence rather than 

the purpose for which it is admitted. Second, the Committee would substan-

tially revise Section 781 to read in substance as follows: 

The credibility of a wi tne ss may be attackcd (impeached) or 
supported by any party, ~R€~H~~R5-tBe-~a~t~-€a~~~R5-k~m , 
providing the party calling him first shows that reasonable 
~iligence was employed to ascertain what the nature of the 
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witness' testimony would be, and the actual testimony is 
different. 

The effect of this suggestion would be to substantially re-enact the 

present law (which requires surprise and damaging testimony) and would 

emasculate the theory of permitting ~ party to attack the credibility of 

his own witness. The staff believes that the Commission's current recoin-

mendation, that eliminates the theory of a party vouching for the credi-

bility of a witness for all of the reasons mentioned in its original 

comment to Rule 20 (see printed pamphlet on Witnesses at 714), is a 

sound rule and a desirable change in existing law. Hence, the staff 

recommends against changing Section 718 in the manner suggested by the 

Judges' Committee. 

Section 784 

In accord uith the cOll'.ments received from the two distriat attor-

neys (see Exhibits I and II to MemorandUlll 64-45), the Judges' Committee 

strongly condemns what is now subdivision (a) of Section 784 and notes 

that "all members of the committee are in agreement that subdivision 

[(a») should be eliminated." For the reasons mentioned in the principal 

memorandUlll and in light of this additional condemnation, the staff renews 

its recommendation that subdivision (a) of Section 784 be eliminated. 

The Judges' Corr.mittee was divided as to what is now subdivision (b) 

of Section 784. "Some members of the committee believe that subdivisioo 

[(b») should be amended to make the conviction of a felony aluays ad-

missible to attack the credibility of a witness, provided that prima 

facie evidence of conviction is available. Other members of the committee 
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believe that subdivision [(b)] shoul,l be adopted su"cGtC'nt:'.ally as proposed 

by the Cor.omission, except tllat [paragrap'::t (2) 1 should be uccnded to provide 

that SUcll evidence is admissible only if the party attacking his credibi-

lity produces prima facie evidence of conviction." Thus, "hile there is 

disagreement as to the merits of this subdivision, the committee appears 

to be in accord that paragraph (2) of this subdivision should be areended 

to require the production of competent evidence of conviction rather than, 

as at present, attempting to retain the existing la" in regard to permit-

ting the conviction to be sh01m by the testimony of the uitness hi!llSelf 

(but adding the requirement that competent evidence of the conviction is 

available, if required). The staff strongly recommends against making any 

substantive change in subdivision (b) that .wuld permit impeach:rnent by the 

sho"ing of any felony and suggests that the existing language in this 

regard (modified as suggested in Memorandum 64-45 at pages 16-17) be re-

tained. Ho"ever, the staff feels that trere is some merit in requiring 

independent evidence of the record of conviction to be produced before 

the credibility of a "itness may be attacked by such record. Accordingly 

if the Commission approves the judges' recommendation in this regard, the 

staff recommends that paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 784 be 

revised to read as follo"s: 

(2) 'I'he Forty attacltinG Lo credibility 0':,_, \fitness has 
produced competent evidence of the record of conviction. 

The Judges' Committee "as si.'llilarly divided as to subCl.ivision (c) 

of Section 784. "Some members of the corrilllittee belie'!e that subdivision 

(3) should be eliminated entirely; other members of the committee believe 

it should be arr.ended so as to permit the various i terns rr.entioned there-
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under to be used as rebuttal by the witness sought to be impeached." The 

staff strongly recommends against either of tteGe suggestions. Paragraph 

(2) of subdivision (c) states existing California law as explicitly 

stated in Sections 2051 and 2065 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Para-

graphs (1), (3), and (4) of subdivision (3) are logical extensions of the 

present policy based upon a desire to eliminate the present illogical 

distinctions arising from the type of conviction (i.e., whether felony 

or misdemeanor) and the type of rehabilitation (i. c., whether a certifl-

cate of rehabilitation following a state prison sentence for a felony, 

or rehabilitation of a probationer, whether a felon or a misdemeanant 

(Penal Code Sect10D 1203.4), or rehabilitation of a ~sdemeanant who was 

not granted probation (Penal Code Section 1203.4a), or rehabilitation of 

a juvenile (Penal Code Section 1203.45)). Paragraph (5) of Subdivision 

(c) of Section 784 is included to provide similar treatment to persons 

who have been convicted for a crime in another jurisdiction and re-

lieved of the penalties and disabilities therefrom pursuant to sub-

stantially equivalent provisions. Hence, the staff strongly urges that 

this subdivision be retained intact for the purpose of ~king a substan-

t1al improvement 1n the present chaotic law. 
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c 
Sections 768 and 769 

'Llese sections are based in pare on subdivision (1) of 11ule 22. 

The COLluittee suggests that "in all fairness to tr.e 1Ti~cness he should 

have an opportunity to examine the ,.,ritten statement or 1r.citing claimed 

to be contradictory, before being required to answer concel~ing the prior 

staten:ent. " For this reason, "and because it is contrm"Y to t,1e theory 

of discovery in California" the Committee suggests in ef'fect that the 

existii'lC law be retained, thereby requiring a party ·00 ex..'libit to the 

witness a \Triting made by him that is inconsistent witil any part of his 

testi!J.ony before examining him concerning the inconsistency. For the 

several Teasons mentioned in the comments to these sections, the staff 

recomnends that the existing language be retained ane that the Committee's 

reco~nendation in this regard be disapproved. 

Section 787 

The C=ittee suggests that the :following be ac1~cled at the end of 

subdivision (a) of this section (nev Llatter underlined): 

(a) The witness \TaS so examined while testifying as to 
Give him an opportunity to identify, explain, o~ deny the 
statement at the time the prior statement is fi~st offeTed 
in evidence. 
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The staff is not quite sure what the Judges' Committee intends by this 

suggested addition in language. Apparently, the Committee would require 

that a witness be examined so as to give him an opportunity to identifY, 

explain, or deny the statement coincidentally with the introduction of the 

prior inconsistent statement. This is contrary to the Commission's prilllary 

purpose in permitting the judge to exclude such evidence and permitting an 

attack on the credibility of several different witnesses who are parties 

to a prior inconsistent statement in writing--~, if the judges' recommen-

dation were adopted, it would appear that a single written statement that 

affects the credibility of several uitnesses could no';; be us cd effectively 

to a'ctack the credibility of each of the witnesses since the statement would 

have '''0 be disclosed during the eXalilinaticn of the first lli'l;ness. 

The Committee further recommends that subdivision (b) of this 

section be eliminated for the reason that "the witness should have an 

opportunity at any time to refute prior inconsistent statements." This 

is precisely what is accomplished by the present language in that the 

judge has discretionary authority to exclude extrinsic evidence of the 

prior inconsistent statement if the witness has been excused from giving 

further testimony in the action. The staff thus recommends against making 

any change in this section. 

[The staff believes that there my be some mlsunder&tanding with 

respect to the operation of Sections 768, 769, and 788. Insofar as these 

sections relate to the admissability of extrinsic evidence of a witness' 

prior statement in writing that is inconsistent with any part of his tes-

timony, the effect of these sections is as follows. The examining party 

need not disclose any inforrmtion concerning the writing nor exhibit the 
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writing to the witness (Sections 768 and 769), but the judge may exclude 

extrinsic evidence (e.g., the writing itself) unless the witness was so 

examined as to give him an opportunity to identify, explain or deny the 

statement or the witness has not been excused from giving further testimony 

(Section 788). We believe this treatment of prior written statements, 

which is generally consistent with the present law's treatment of prior 

oral statements, is superior to the existing California law. Hence, we 

recommend that no changes be made in these sections.] 

The Judges' Committee raised no other questions in regard to this 

subject. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Jon D. Smock 
Associate Counsel 
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DIVISION 6. WITNESSES 

§ 700. General. rule as to competency. 

hev.-for July 1964 Meeting 

700-702 

700. Except as otherwise provided by statute, every person is 

qualified to be a witness and no person is disqualified to testify to ~ 

matter. 

§ 701. Disqualification of witness. 

701. A person is disllual1fied to be a witness if he iB: 

(a) Incapable of expressing himself concerning the matter so as to 

be understood by the judge and jury either directly or through interpretation 

by one who can understand him; or 

(b) Incapable of understanding the duty of a witness to tell the truth, 

§ 7~. Personal. knowledge. 

702. (a) SUbject to Section 721, the testimony of a witness concerning 

a particular matter is inadmissible unless tie bc.s pel'sonal knowlede& of 

the matter. 

(b) Elridence of a witness I pel'sonal knowledge or a lIIIl'i;tcr tI8Y be provided 

by his own testimony. 
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§ 703· Judge as witness. 

Rev.-for July ~964 Meetiug 
703-7ll 

703. Against the objection of a party, the judge presiding at the 

trial of an action may not testify in that trial as a witness. If, after 

such objection, the judge finds that his testimony would be of importance, 

he shall order the trial to be postponed or suspended and to take place 

before another judge. 

§ 704. JlU'or as witness. 

704. (8) A member of a jury, sworn and empaneled in the trial of 

an action, my not testify in that trial as a witness. If the judge finds 

that the jlU'or's testimony would be of importance, he shall order the trial 

to be postponed or suspended and to take place before another jury. 

(b) This section does not prohibit 8 jlU'or from testifying as to the 

~tters covered by Section 1150 or as provided in Section 1120 of the Penal 

Code. 

CHAPTER 2. OATH AND OOl'lFRONTATION 

§ 710. oath required.:. 

710. Every witness before testifying shall take an oath or make an 

affirmation or declaration in the fom provided by Chapter 3 (cOllllllencing 

with Section 2093) of Title 6 of Part 4 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 

§ 7ll. Confrontation. 

711. Jet the trial of an action, a witness can be hoard only in the presence 

anL subject to the examination of all the parties to the action, if they choose 

to attend. and examine. 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERl' WITNESSES 

Rev.-for July 1964 Meeting 
720-721 

Artic.;.e 1. EKpert Witnesses Generally 

§ 120. QuaJ.ification as an expert witness. 

720. (a) A person is qualified to testifJr as an expert if he has 

epecial knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education sufficient to 

qualifJr him as an expert on the subject to which his testimony relates. 

(bl Evidence of a witness' special knowledge, sl.111, experience, training, 

or eCucation IDII¥ be :F'ovided by his oun testimony. 

{cl In exceptional circumstances, the judge may receive conditionally 

the testimony of a witness as an ~;pe~subject to evidence of bis special 

knrn,ledge, skill, experience, training, or ~ducation ~eing later supplied in the 

course of the trial. 

§ 721. Testimony by expert witness. 

721. A person who is qualified to testifJr as an expert my test1:fY: 

(a) To any matter of which he has personal knowledge to the same 

extent (including testimony in the form of en opinion) as a person wllo is not 

an expert. 

(b) To any matter of which he has personal knowledge if such matter 

is within the scope of his special knowledge, skill, experience, training, 

or education. 
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Rev.-for July 1964 Meeting 

721-724 

(c) Subject to Section 801, in the form of an opinion upon 0. subject ".1at 

is within the scope of his special knowledge, skill, experience, training, 01' 

education. 

§ 722. Cross-examination of expert witness. 

722. (a) Subject to subdivision (b), a witness testifYing as an 

expert may be cross.,exa:nined to the same extent as any other witness and, in 

addition, may be fully crea~-examined as to his qualifications and as to the 

subject to which his expert testimony relates. 

(b) A witness testifYing as an expert in the Zerm of an opinion may not 

be cross-examined in regard to the CO:ltent or tenor of any publication unless 

~£ referred to, conside~ed, or relieQ upon such publication in arriving at o' 

ferming his opinion. 

t 123· Credibility of expert witness. 

723. (a) The fact of the appointment of an expert witness by the 

judge may be revealed to the trier of fact as relevant to the credibility 

of such witness and the weight of his testimony. 

(b) The compensation and expenses paid or to be paid to an expert 

witness not appointed by the judge is a proper subject of inqniry as relevant 

to his credibility and the weight of his testimony. 

§ 124. Limit on number o~expe_~ witnesses. 

124. The judge may, s,t any time before C5r durin~ the ·;;~·iaJ, of an action, 

limit the number of 2xpe=t witnesses to be called by any party. 

Article 2. AppOintment of Expert Witness by Court 
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§ 730. Appointment of expert by court. 

nev.-for July 1964 Meetin5 
730-731 

730. lfuen it appears to the judge, at any time before or during the 

trial of an action, ttst expert evidence is or may be required by the court 

or by any party to the action, the judge on his mID motion or on motion 

of any party may appoint. one or more per· sons to inveGtigate; to render a 

report as may be ordered by the court, and to testiry as an expert at the 

trial of the action relative to the fact or matter as to uhich such expert 

evidence is or may be required, The judge may fix the compensation for such 

services, if any, rendered by any person appointed ~der this section, in 

addition to any service as a witness, at such amount as seems reasonable to 

the judge in the exercise of his discretion. 

§ 731. Payment of expert appointed by court. 

731. (a) In all criminal actions and juvenile court proceedings, the 

compensation fixed under Section 730 shall be a charGe against the county i~ 

which such action or proceeding is pending and shall be paid out of the 

treasury of such county on order of the court. 

(b) In any county in >Thich the procedure prescribed in this article 

has oeen authorized -oy the board of supervisors, on order ot the court in any 

civil action, the compensation so fixed of any medical expert or experts shall 

also be a cbarge against and paid out of the treasury of such county. Except 

as otherwise provided in this section, in all civil actions, such co~ensa-

tion shall, in the first instance, be apportioned and charGed to the several 

parties in such proportion as the judge may determine and may thereafter 

be taxed and allo>red in like manner as other costs • 
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Rev.-for July 1964 Meeting 
732-751 

§ 732. Calling and examining court-appointed exper-c. 

732. Subject to Article 1 (commencing with Section 72C), any person 

apDointed by the court under Section 730 may be called and examined by any 

par"oy to the action or by the court itself. When such witness is called and 

examined by the court, the parties have the same right as is expressed in 

Section T(4 to cross-examine the >fitness and to object to the questions 

asl:eo_ and the evidence adduced. 

§ 733. Right to produce other evidence. 

733. Nothing contained in this article shall be deemed or construed 

to prevent any party to any action from producing other expert evidence as 

to such fact or matter, but ~rhere other expert ~ritnesses are called by a 

par-~J; to the action, they shall be entitled to the ordinary 'fitness fees 

only and such witness fees shall be taxed and al10lle"_ in lllee manner as 

other witness fees. 

CRAFTER 4. INTERPRm'ERS AND TRANSLATORS 

§ 750. Rules relating to witnesses apply to interpreters. 

750. An interpreter or translator is subject to all the rules of 

la" relating to witnesses. 

§ 751. Interpreters for ~Titnesses. 

751. (a) When a uitness, including a witness "ho cannot communicate in 

the =nglish language, is incapable of expressing himself concerning the 
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751-753 

mo.tter GO (10 to be understood by thc .judge and jury c1irec~cly} an interpreter 

who con U1derstand him shall be S'Tcrn to interpret for hiLl. 

(b) 'Ihe interpreter shall bo "ppointed and cCEpeuGated as 

provic~.ed· in Article 2 (ccmmencing "lth Secticn 130) of Chapter 

3. 

§ 752. Translators of writings. 

752. (a) When the written characters in a ,rriting offered 

in evidence, including a writing in any language o-;:;her than the English 

lanGuage, are incapable of being deciphered or understood by the judge a..ld 

jUl'y directly, a translator who can decipher the characters or understand 

the language shall be sworn to decipher or translate the ,rriting. 

(b) The translator shall be appointed and ccmpensated 

as provided in Article 2 (commencing with Section 730) of 

COO]1Ger 3. 

§ 753. Interpreters for deaf in criminal and cOllllllitJaent cases. 

753. (a) As used in this section, "deaf person" means a person with 

a hearing loss so great as to prevent his understancling normal spoken 

lanGuage with or without a hearing aid. 

(b) In any Cl'iminal actioo uhere the defendant is a deaf person, all 

of the proceedings of the trial shall be interpretecl to him in a language 

that he can understand by a qualified interpreter appointed by the court. 

(c) In all cases where the mental condition of a person who is a deaf 

perGon is being considered and ",here such person may be committed to a 

mental institution, all of the court proceedings pertaining to him shall be 
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Rev.-for July 1964 Meeting 
753-762 

interpreted to him in a language that he understands by a qualified inter·-

preter appointed by the court. 

(d) An intelpreter apPOinted under this sectic;! shall take an oath 

that he w111 make a true interpreta'Gion to the person accused or being 

examined of all the proceedings of his case in a la~g~age that he understands 

and that he w111 repeat such person's answers to questions to counsel, judge, 

or jury, in the English language, ITHh his best skill and judgment. 

(e) Interpreters appointed =der this section shall be paid for their 

services a reasonable sum to be determined by the judge, >Thich shall be a 

charGe against the county. 

CHAFTER 5. METHOD MID SCOPE OF EXAMJJffi.TION 

Article 1. Definitions and Construction 

§ 760. Direct examination. 

760. The examination of a ,ritness by the par'oy producing him is 

denominated the direct examination. 

§ 761. Cross-examination. 

761. The examination of a witness by any party other than the party 

proc1.ucing him is denominated the cross-examination. 

§ 762. Leading question. 

762. A question that suggests to the witness the an suer that the 

examining party desires is dencminated a leading question. 
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§ 763. Parties represented by saLle attorney. 

763. For the purpose of this division, parties represented by the 

saLle attorney are deemed to be a sinsle party. 

Article 2. Examination of Witnesses 

§ 765. Judge to control mode of interrogation. 

765. (a) The judge shall exercise reasonable control over the mode 

of interrogation of a witness so as to make it as rapid, as distinct, as 

little annoying to the witness, and as effective for the extraction of 

truth, as mBlf be. 

(b) Subject to subdivision (a) and Section 352, ·;;he r:arties may ask 

a 1IUness such legal and pertinent 'luestions as they see fit. 

§ 766. Responsive answers. 

766. A party examining a witness is entitled to anmrers that are 

responsive to his 'luestions, and anslTers that are not responsive shall be 

stl'icken on motion of any party, 

§ 767. Leading'luestions. 

767. A leading 'luestion may not be asked of a 1Iitness on direct examin-

ation except in the sound discretion of the judge 1There, under special 

circumstances, it appears that the interests of justice re'luire it. 

§ 768. Hritings. 

768. (a) In examining a witness concerning a 1<.riting, including a 

statement made by him that is inconsistent with any :part of his testimony 

at the hearing, it is not necessary to show, read, or disclose to him any 

part of the writing. 
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768-772 

(b) If a writing is shOlm to a witness, all lli'.rties to the action must 

be Given an opportunity to inspect it before any question concerning it 

may be asked of the witness. 

§ 769. Inconsistent statement or conduct. 

769. In examining a witness concerning a state~ent or other conduct 

by him that is inconsistent "ith any part of his testimony at the hearing, 

it is not necessary to disclose to him any information concerning the state-

ment or other conduct. 

§ nO. Refreshing recollection llHh a writing. 

TIO. If a witness, either uhile testifying or prior thereto, uses a 

"rHing to refresh his memory '-lith respect to any :,j(r~-cer about which he testi_ 

fieo, the writing must be produced at the request o~ any party, who may, if he 

chooses, inspect the writing, cross-examine the ui-cness concerning it, and 

read it to the jury. 

§ 771. Cross-examination. 

771. Subject to the l1mitations of Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 780): 

(a) A witness called by one party may be cross-examined on any fact or 

maOc-cer relevant to the action by all other parties to the action in such 

or&cr as the judge directs. 

(b) Nobdthstanding subdivis~Cl (a), a defelll_'-_'1~ L1 a criminal action 

"ho t8stifies in that action uponi;:lC merits before -,;:e trier of fact may be 

cross-examined only as to those tw:e-cers about which he '-/aC 8xamined in chief. 

§ 772. Order of examination._ 

772. Ut)less the judGe other1,ise -iirects, the direct examination of a 

witness must be ccncluded befor8 ti1e cross-examine-Cion of the sarre witness begins. 
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773. A witness once examine(, cannot be re-excc.:ined. as to the same 

matter without leave of the court, but he may be rc-e::a'!lined as to any new 

mat·;;er upon which he has been exaLJined by another patty ·co the action. 

Leave is granted or withheld in the exercise of the sound d.iscretion of 

the court. 

§ TTl:.. Judge may call witnesses. 

774. The judge on his own mo·cion may call tritnesses and interrogate 

them the same as if they had been produced by a party to the action, and 

the parties may object to the questions asked and the evidence adduced the 

same as if such witnesses were called and examined by an adverse party. 

Such llitnesses may be cross··examined by all parties to the action in such 

ordeT as the judge directs. 

§ 775. Cross-examination of another party or witness. 

775. A party to the record of any civil action, or a person for whose 

immediate benefit such action is prosecuted or defended, or a director, 

officer, superintendent, member, agent, employee, or lmanaGing agent of any 

such party or person, or any public employee of a public entity when such public 

entity is a party to the 8ctioo,may.be called and examined by any other party 

to the action as if under cross-examination at any time during the presenta-

tion of evidence by the part.y calling the witness. The party calling such 

wi"cness is not bound by his testimony, and the testimony of such witness 

may be rebutted by the party callinG him for such e;:amination by other 

evidence. 
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j, -,fitness examined under the pl-ovisions of th:'." secti~n may be cross-

exanined by all other parties to the action in such onIe.: ('.s the judge 

direc-i;s, but the attorney for the l)arty with whom '~he vitness is identified 

may cross-examine such witness only as if under direct examination. 

§ 776. Exclusion of witnesses. 

776. (a) Subject to subdivisions (b) and (c), if any party requests 

it, the judge may exclude from the courtroom any "i'cness of another party 

no'o at the time under examination so that such witness cannot hear the 

testimony of other "itnesses. 

(b) A party to the action cannot be excluded under this section. 

(c) If a person other than a natural person is a par'Gy to the action, 

an officer or employee deSignated by its attorney is entitled to be present. 

§ 777. Recall of witnesses. 

777. After a witness has been excused frem giving further testimony in 

the action, he cannot be recalled ,rithout leave of the court. Leave is 

granted or withheld in the exercise of the sound discretion of the court. 

CHAPl'ER 6. CREDIBILITY OF WITNESSG3 

Article 1. Credibility Generally 

§ 700. Credibility of witnesses generally. 

780. Except as otherwise provided by rule of lall, the credibility of 

a uHness may be affected by any sta'Gement or other conduct that has any 

tenLcncy in reason to prove or disprove the truthful.~ess of his testimony at 

the hearing, including but not limited to any of the folimring: 
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(a) His demeanor l{hile testifying and the manner in llhich he testifies. 

(0) 'I'he character of his test:iJ..,ony. 

(c) The extent of his capaciCvy to perceive, to ::-2collect, or to 

COEllClUllicate any fact or n:a.tter aboere "hich he testifies. 

(e) 'I'he extent of his opportunity to perceive any ::'act or matter about 

which he testifies. 

(e) His character for honesty or veracity or their opposites. 

(f) The existence or nonexistence of a bias, interest, or other 

improper motive. 

(g) A statement previously mac.e by him that is consistent l{ith his 

testimony at the hearing. 

(h) A statement made by hire. that is inconsis'vent with any part of his 

testimony at the hearing. 

(i) The existence or nonexistence of any fact or matter testified to 

by him. 

(j) His attitude toward the action in which he testifies or toward 

the Giving of testimony. 

(k) His admission of untruthfulness. 

Article 2. Attacking or 3upporting Creeibilhy 

§ 7C1. Parties may attack or SUPP01't credibility. 

781. The credibility of a ,litness may be attacked or supported by 

any party, including the party calling him. 
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782. Evidence of traits of hiG character othel' tilar. honesty or 

veracity or their opposites is inaC.lilissible to attccc:: or support the 

creLibility of a witness. 

§ 7C3. Specific instances of conduct. 

783. Subject to Section 784, evidence of specific instances of his 

conduct relevant only as tending to prove a trait of his character is 

inaC.J:lissible to attack or support ~clle credibility of a uitness. 

§ 781:~. Conviction of witness for a crime. 

784. (a) In a criminal action, evidence of ~,he defendant's conviction 

for a crime is inadmissible for the purpose of attacking his credibility 

as a ',dtness unless he has first introduced evidence of his character for 

honesty or veracity for the purpose of supporting hie credibility. 

(b) Subject to subdivision (cl, evidence of the conviction of a 

witness for a crime is inadmissible for the purpose of attacking his credibility 

unless the judge, in proceedings held out of the presence and hearing of 

the jury, finds tbat: 

(1) An essential element of the crime is deception or false statement; 

ancl 

(2) The party attacking the credibility of the lTitness can produce, if 

reCJ.uiredJ competent evidence of the record of convic<;ion. 

(c) Evidence of the conviction of a witness for a cr~e is inadmissible 

for the purpose of attacking his credibility if: 

(1) A pardon based on his ilmocence has been Granted to the witness by 

the jurisdiction in which he was convicted. 
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(2) A certificate of rehabilL;ation and pardon has been granted to the 

witness under the provisions of Cha:;oter 3.5 (commencing uith Section 4852.01) 

of '.cit1e 6 of Part 3 of the Penal Code. 

(3) 'Ihe accusatory pleading against the witnesG has been dismissed 

un&er the provisions of Penal Code Section 1203.4 or 1203.~a. 

(4) The record of conviction has been seale& under the provisions of 

Benal Code Section 1203.45. 

(5) The conviction was under the laws of another jurisdiction and the 

wicness has been relieved of the penalties and disabilities arising from 

the conviction pursuant to a procec':uxe substantially equivalent to that 

refel':ced to in paragraph (2), (3), or (4). 

§ 785. Good character of 1Titness. 

785. Evidence of the good character of a witness is inadmissible to 

support his credibility unless eviQence of his bad character has been 

ad1l1Hted for the purpose of attacl,ing his credibility. 

§ 786. Religious belief. 

786. Evidence of his religious belief or lack thereof is inadmissible 

to attack or support the credibility of a witness. 

§ 787. Inconsistent statement of '.ri tness. 

787. If offered for the purr;ose of attacking -i;he credibility of a 

witness, extrinsic evidence of a statement made by the uHness that is 

inco,1sistent with any paxt of his testimony at the hearine may be excluded 

unless: 
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(a) The witness 'las so examined wbile testifying as to give bim an 

opvortunity to identify, explain, or deny tbe statewent; 

(b) Tbe ~Titness bas not been Gxcused from givin:.; furcber testimony 

in:;:,e action; or 

(c) Tbe statement is alleged to have been maG.e after tbe witness had 

been excused from giving furtber testimony in tbe ac·:;ion. 

§ 708. Prior consistent statement of witness. 

708. Evidence of a statement l'reviously made by a ITitness tbat is 

con3istent with his testimony at the bearing is inadmissible to support his 

crcc'.ibility unless it is offere<i a:Zter: 

(a) Evidence of a statement DE.te by bim that is inconsistent witb 

any :?art of his testimony at tbe bearing has been aClllitted for tbe purpose 

of attacking bis credibility, and the statement was @ade before the alleged 

inconsistent statement. 

(0) 1m express or implied charGe bas been macle that his testimony 

at the bearing is recently fabricated or is influenced by bias or other 

improper motive, and tbe statement liaS made before the bias, motive for 

fa1Jri~ation, or otber improper mo·ci-,e is alleged to have arisen. 

t 

~. 
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DIVISION 6. IHTNESSES 

§ 700. General. rule as to competency 

Comment. Section 7CO declares that, except as otherwise provided by 

statute, "Every person is qualified to be a witness" and "no person is disqualified 

to testify to any n:atter." This section thus states a broad rule of competency 

that is limited only by specific statutory statement. It is based on subdivisions 

(a) and (c) of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. 

There are several sections in this article and elsewhere that contain 

specific limitations on Section 700. ThuS, Section 701 states the minimum 

capabilities that a person must possess to be a witness, ~, the ability to 

" communicate and an understanding of the duty to tell the truth. Section 702 

requires that a person have personal knowledge in order to testify as a witness 

concerning a particular matter. Sections 703 and 704 preclude judges and 

jurors from testifying under certain conditions. Section 710 requires that 

every witness testify under oath. Various other sections relate to the 

special qualifications required of a person in order to testify as an expert. 

Considered in connection with the various sections that limit or restrict 

the application of this section, Section 700 thus sets forth a general scheme 

regarding the competency and qualification necessary to be a witness. Under this 

scheme, matters that relate to a witness' ability or opportunity to perceive 

a particular matter or his memory, mental competence, experience, and the like, 

go to the weight to be given his testimony rather than to his right to testify 

at all concerning a particular matter (unless, of course, the witness' 
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capabilities are so deficient that they negate the existence of any of these 

requisites, such as personal knowledge (Section 702) or the matters mentioned 

in Section 701). 

In many respects, this scheme is similar to the present California law, 

for Code of Civil Procedure Section 1879 declares the general rule that "all 

persons • • • who, having organs of sense, can perceive, and, perceiving, can 

make known their perceptions to others, may be witnesses." This general rule 

specifically is made subject to the rules of disqualification on the basis of 

insanity, infancy, and the dead man statute (CODE CIV. PROC. § 1880, superseded 

by this article) and privilege (CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881, superseded by Division 8). 

In addition, the witness must take an oath to testify truthfully--or make an 

affirmation or declaration to the same effect--and must have an understanding 

of the oath. CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 1846 (oath requirement, continued in effect 

by Section 701(b», 2094-2097 (form of oath, affirmation, or declaration). Other 

code sections limit testimony in particular cases or circumstances. Penal 

Code Section 1321 makes the rules of competency in criminal cases the same as 

in civil cases unless otherwise specifically provided. 

The principal effect of this general scheme upon the existing California 

law is considered in the discussion of each of the separate sections containing 

limitations upon Section 700. See, particularly, the Comment to Section 701. 

§700 
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§ 701. Disqu&lificatio:::t of ,deness 

Ccnnuent. Section 701 relates co the minimum C8.1,,'cllities tl:at a person ltUst 

POS:JCSS to be a 1".1 tness. Under c:~isting Califor::1iu 1G:.:, ";':'11e competency 

of c. ·\iitness depends upon his abili"\:'y to understancL '~hc oa.-~h and to 

pe:-cceive, recollect, and comrnunica·~c:. ifHhether he C.ie:' rc:..~ccive 

acc-J.:catel~,r, does recollect, and is corrnnunicating o.cclTa";':'cly and 

tnrC:lfully are questions of cr edrui:Ci ty to be resol-:",,,l_ b;- C,18 trier of 

fE.at. " People v. acCau<;han , 49 Cal. 2d 409, 420, 31'''' P. 20_ 974, 981 

(lS57). On the other hand, Sectio" 7D1 requires merely the ability 

to cOl1nnunicate and the ability to lUlQerstand the elITe)' -co tell the 

truth. The two missing qua1ifications--the ability to perceive and to 

reco1lect--are found only to a very limited extent in Section 702, 

which permits the trial judge to exclude the testimony of a 1<1tness 

wl1o:o<" it is obvious that the 1Jitnesc does not have "llerson&l Imowledge" 

(as, for example, "here his kn01rleC_C8 of the event is deri-:ed solely from 

the s'catements of others). 

'"he practical effed of Section 701 (together ,'Ull Soc-cion 702) 

18<;0 change the nature of the jU'\~8' S inquiry regarQinG 'e:le competency 

0:: Q c:blld c:r a person suffering fro,,, ",ent&l impairraeE-e toe2sti:fy con-

cenli:1g an event. These sections haye little sig.'1i:fican-;; effect on 

exiG"~ing lID'! with respect to other lJersons as \oritnesccs. J_,~ the 

follol/ing discussion indicates, thBse sections in sc),:e caGee «ould 

pernit testimony by children and persons suffering L'om ",oneal im-

pai:cment l,ho are disqualified :from ';;esti:fying unde:' c::isting la«. But, 

1:-'1 s\;.cl! cases, '"here a person an cOlJmunicate adequa-;;"ly, caE understand 

the c'_uty to tell the truth, and ;mc personal know-leu".:'" the sensible 

COUTee of action is to put the pel'GOn on the staG'_ "nd to let him tell 

hb "tory for "hat it may be '''01<;11. '1'he trier of "o.ct car, consider his imma-

turity ox mental condition iro. deten:o.:ling the credi;,;ility of his testimony. 

The alternative--to exclude the tes'cimony--may dep:'i·,-" the 'Grier of fact 
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of "he only testimony available. 

C'liluren. Code of Civil ProeeC:.tee Section lS::'O(<!) C"p0rseded by 

vfhc a!;pear incapable of recei vine; j ES·\:' impressionG cf: the i'acts 

reTJ1",ccting ,:hieh they are examine0., ocr of relatinGc;,em truly," are 

incOCll)etent as witnesses. This nec'cion mea!lS tha;; C'. child under 10 

ml.'.GC :!,ossess sufficient intellisoc.cc, illlderstandin;:;, =d ability to 

reaeive anel fairly accurately recourc his impressiOloc, and he must have 

an w1llerstanding of the nature of em oath and a moral sensibility to 

reo.J.ize that he should tell the tr\.rc), and that he is likely to be 

pllil::'cl1ed fer a falsehood. People v. Burton, 55 Cal. 2d 32iJ, 341, II 

C"l. l1ptr. 65, 69-70, 359 P.2d 433, 437-438 (1961). Ifehe judge is 

noc "ersuaded that the child has tllese abilities, ":;he chill1 is dis-

qualified as a witness. 

Under Section 701, the judge .llKll'(CS no similar i"'lcliry as to the 

vLness' ability to perceive and to recollect, exccc,.c toche extent 

th,,;:; these matters are necessary 'co determine whet:w:c,he child has the 

re,!uisite personal kn01;ledge illlder ;;eetion 702 ("hie,1 l'equi:L'es the 

ju(~:;e to penlit the child to testify if any trier 0; fact could reason-

abl~' conclude (see Section 403) that the child )oas the ab ili ty to 

perceive and to recollect). It i~ \.mlikely, h01.,evei', 'chEl":; ':;he difference 

in ":;he nature of the judge' s inquiry '.;Quld result iel 2,I1;)' great change 

in Clct ual practice. Under exist ill:; law, as under :JCC":; ions 701 and 702, 

the :t,erson obj ecting to the testi.l;]OHY of the child. i:.c:.s the burden of 

sho;:ing illcompetency. People v. Cl:aig, 111 Cal. 1;.60) 469, 44 Pac. 186, 188 

(IuS 6); People v. Gasser, 34 Cal. J'c:tllJ. 541, 543, 162, Pac. 157, 158 

(l~li'); People v. Hollmra;h 28 Cal. Apf. 214, 218, 151 Pac. 975, 
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977 (1915). Moreover, the determ:i.na-~ion of competency ic primarily 

1'li-~llin the judge I s discretion, D..l1cl "Gl1e California Co',JCG i~1(licate that 

chil':";-.J.'ee of very tender yesrs are ccmmonly permittce. -~o GeG·~ify. H ITKIN, 

C;~LI70RlnA EVIDENCE § 389 (1958). -ce Bradb=n v. "'<lcocl:, 135 Cal. App. 2d 

161, 164-165, 286 P.2d 772, 971~ (1:;55) (held, it 170.0 ,'eversible error 

to ~'cfuse to penni t a chilei. to tecr~::"'fy lli thout, cml":~·Ll.C:Gi:::lC; a voir dire 

eX.:J..lJ.i~lation to determine his com'pe':..:.cnc~r. lIHe canno·:"; :Jay that !!£ child 

of :; years and 3 months is capable or receiving jus-, impressions of the 

fac-"~ t)--",-t a man whom he knows in 2. -oruck which he ]'"0li5 ran over his 

li-",le sister. NOr can >Ie say tha'c no child of' 3 years anD. 3 months 

,,;oF].,-_ remember such facts and be a,)le to relate the-_, truly at the age of' 

5." (.::::mphasis in original.)). 

I'ersona '!6f __ \Ulso\lr.d tl1nd. " CmLc of Civil ProceC_lT8 ,jcc-tion 1880 (1) 

(sl'_j)el'seded by Sections 700-702) ~covides that "thOLe 1',10 ill'," of unsound 

minC_ 8;t the time of their production for examinatioL ,- c<lnl1o-;; be >Ii t

neEses. But the test is the same aL for other >litnc"ces '_'JJc'_er California 

lall--an understanding Cfthe oat!: anC_ the ability to pC!rcei'le, recollect, 

anc-:" cormuUllicate; and if, for exanl]!le" a proposed \·.~i·GneGG slt:?fers 

fro:.l Gome insane delusion or other !:~ental defect tilC.-C cle~L'i\fed him 

of ·olw a'oility to perceive the eve.TO about uhich i-c is Pi'oposed that 

he -ces-cify, he is incompetent toG8s·cify about thac event. People 

v. ;:cCaugha.'1, 49 Cal.2d 409, 421, ::;IT P.2d 974, 93l (l957). Although 

thccTial judge determines "hetherc:1e per SOil is COLyetent as a ,ritness, 

"SOlllld (liseretion demands the exercise of great cau:t~on in qualifying 

as cOll".petent a "\{itness who has a history of insane ,~l_elusions relating 

to -elle very subject of inquiry in a case in which -the question is not 

sil.!r1y llhether or not an act \olas clone but, rather.1 '~he manner in which 
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it ~_To.S done and in which testL"Uony <:.:'.8 to details :::<:.y mean the difference 

· . ..::::ctions 701 and 702 siGnific3.,:T~ly change the !':.El-l;l1re o~ the in-

qui~'J' the judge makes to determine -~:le cOIfl!letency oJ:' a peJ."'~on suffering 

pel'::.a:aded that a person of flunsoul:.J_~_ mi:1d~' has the 2.1Jility (.0 per-

CeiY2 and recollect; where€'.s, um:lel~ these sections, ;';i18 ~;uc.1ge must 

pe~'lj:~ such person to testify if an" trier of face" cOlilcl ccc1clude 

th,,·~ he has the ability to Ilercei';c and to recol1ec.;, i.e. "personal 

lmm:ledce" under Section 702. See Gection 403. See the Comment to Section 702. 

'~C:1e Dead Han Statute. The rellcU_ of the Dead :""n 3tacute (CODE 

CT.-, P;-:OC. § 1880(3) is recommend,,;:. elsevhere. Sec ·'he COllDOlent to Code 

O~ Civil Procedure Section 1880. ;lc1ce, this stacerGc Foule. no longer 

1:;e 0.. Ground for disqualirication of s.. proposed wi-cl1GSG. 

§ 702. Personal knmrledge 

Comment. Section 702 concernc ·che qualificatiOilc uhich a person 

who :;'3 othenrise competent to be a uitness must posQess in order to 

te "·cify concerning a particular "'L.1;·oer. It deals o:lly 'Ii t" the quali-

fico,cions of a "'itness who is notccstifying as an Q."{pert. (The 

q1;L.::'~l'ications of an expert "itncGG are set forth ii: /c:'ticle 1 

(COLldencillG '·Iith Section 720) of C:clccpter 3.) 

;~l<bdivision (a). Subdivision (ee) restates the Gl<u~tance of and 

supersedes Code of' Civil Procedcu'eJection 1845 J uhicel l'eq·uires that 

a :!:::cness must have personal ltn0111..:x1L;e of the subj oct o.bou·G vlhich 

he -~estifies. "Personal knowledge!! means an impression (~_c:cived from 

the exercise of the Iri tness I mm senses. 2 HIGNorn.:, ,~.rIDr:,'rCE § 657 at 

762 (3d ed. 1940), 
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/.lthough Section 702 requires 'c:,e testimony of c. ""Hness to be 

b2.CC(~ 011 his personal knO\lledae, "Gcs"c.imonial evideLcc not L:·c;:3eo. on 

ti.1C 'Ji-cness t personal knD1Iledge iG competent in the ~bsencc of 

til~:cl:( objection or motion to stri~:c. (Section 35~ lJel'mit;J inad-

misJi')le evidence to be received ::ml~ relied on by 'C,lC COUl't unless 

tilel'C is a timely objection or mo-cion to strike.) '.-'his is existing 

California 1m!. Under existing 1,,,,, as under Sedio" 702, an objection 

mur.rc ce made to the testimony of a ui tness T..rho doe::; i10t ha-.~e personal 

kilo.,'led.Ge; s.nd, if there is no reasonable opportunity 'GO object during 

the clirect examination, a. motion to G"c,rike is appropriate G..:L'-;';er lack 

of Lno1l1edge has been shown on cross-examination. "ilde" v. Shattuck 

& j)~nl1o lIarehouse Co~, 39 Cal. ,".pp. 1,2, 46, 177 ?ac. 066, 067 

(lS'lO) (objection to question pl'opel'ly sustained ",hen founol£l;;;ional 

shm:iug of personal kilo",ledge ',las "ot made); Sneed y. l:arYGville Gas & 

Elec. Co., 149 Cal. 704, 709, 87 Pac. 376, 378 (1905)(81'1'0:'00 

OVe'-'l"vJ.e motion to strike testimony after lack of ;",o"lec1::;e shown on 

eross-examination); Parker v. Smi'G:' , 4 Cal. 105 (1':::5!:) ("ccs'i;imony properly 

stricken by court when lack of lmmiledge shmm on croGs-eocamination). 

The requisite shmling of persorw.l kilowledge re(lEired 'J,'- Section 702 

mus'" be by evidence from which 'l "Gl'~8:' of fact coulee l'easor:ably conclude 

tl:a', the "itness has personal knovleuge, i.e, evicl.ence sufficient to 

ll'll'l"'lnt a finding of personal kn01rleo,ge. The juolge neecl not be con

vinccl' of the personal lm01-rleolge 0; 'the witness, an,', his ole'Germination 

to al~t the evidence does not require the jury to iinol that the witness 

ha.s personal kilowledge. See Section 403 and the COIJl,\""t ';;hereto. Little 

discussion of the extent of the fOUllD,ational sh01-rin:::; required can be 

foum, in the California cases. AQparently, hmrever, a prima facie 

shm;ing of personal lm01-rleo-e;e is all that is requireQ; t!le question as to whether 

the witness actually has personal knowledge is left for,the trier of fact to 
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resolve on tCle issue OeL credibility. See,~, People v. HcCarthy, 14 cal. App. 

ll~~, 151, 111 Fac. 274, 275 (1910). Section 702 clc.::~fi"Gche Imr in 

thir.; l~espect. 

1..;.ll:.e judge may receive a uitncsc;1 testinony con(.:;":':'ion2.l1y, subject 

toc:,e :1eces sary f'oundatior. of rC"'r;oral knowledge beinG supplied later 

in '~:lC -~rial. rrhis is merely a iJpecific applicatio~1 of tDe broad power 

o~' :;:10 judGe >lith respect to the m'c'.er of' proof. ,~c Section 403(b). 

SeC! also C)ection 320. Unless the i'olmdation is S1;.,G~cquently supplied, 

tto ;':'\.l(1.o;e should grant a motion to c'~rike or shoruc ..... o~.'del'· t:le testimony 

stric':en fro,"_ the record or. his m:nmotion. 

T~le judGe also r::ay reject the testimony of a 1Ti'GneSs 'cl:.at he has 

per~ollEl.l k110uledge ,,,here no triel' of f'act could reaso11ably conclude 

tr~·,;c the uitness has personal Imo1Tlcdge. See Section 1,03(0) and the 

COLu;"mt thereto. The rule is vell ;;dtled in Cal::'Zornia ·~hat a trial judge 

may ~-.ecide an issue of fact for E.. JLD:Y if but one cOl1clusior. can 

reaconably be reached from 'ohe evi".eoce. Blank v. Coi'eLin, 20 Cal.2d 

trill';' to the existence of' the fac·c :'8 clear, positi''-c, uncontradicted, 

all,, of such a nature that it can no·c rationally be ,c.isbe1ieveCi, the court 

mue" instruct the jury that the nonexistence of the fac·c has been 

es·cablished as a matter of' law."). In other juris(lic·ciOl:C, this rule re-

la·c inc to the i'unctions of' judce a,,,'. jury has given l'ise to the subsidiary 

rule ',hat the judge may exclude the> testimcny of a '.:itne33 if no trier 

of filct could reasonably conclude ·"t:'D:" he has personal knollledge of the 

ma·u·"cr in question. See Annots., 21 A.L.R. 141 (1)22); 8 J~.L.R. 
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796 (1920). No appellate case has been fcund in california applying the 

subsidiary rule, although it seems likely tr.s.t it would be applied in an 

appropriate case as a specific application of the general rule governing the 

functions of the judge and the jury. Cf'. Gackstetter v. Market Street Ry., 

130 Cal. App. 316, 323-324, 20 F.2d 93, 96 (1933)(court should have stricken 

passenger's testimony concerning speed of vehicle where witness admitted he 

was reading news:t:aper at time of collision and "had little opportunity to 

observe the speed"). 

Subdivision (a) has been made subject to Section 721 because an expert 

witness in some instances may give opinion testimony not based on personal 

knowledge. See Sections 721 and 801. 

Subdivision (b). This subdivision states that evidence of personal knowledge 

may be provided by the witness' own testimony. This is tbe means ordinarily 

used to establish that the witness has personal knowledge. 

§ 703. Judge as witness 

Comment. Section 703 precludes the presiding judge from testifying at 

the trial of action over the objection of a party. It is based on Rule 42 of 

the Uniform Rules of Evidence. Under existing California law, a judge may be 

called as a witness, but the judge may in his discretion order the trial post-

poned or suspended and to take place before another judge. CODE CIV. FROC. 

§ 1883 (superseded by Section 703). 

Section 703 is based on the fact that examination and cross-examination 

of a judge-witness may be embarrassing and prejudicial to a party. BY testifying 

as a witness for one party, a judge appears in a partisan attitude before the 

jury. Objections to his testimo~ rrust be ruled on by the witness himself. 
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\.,,> The extent of cross-examination my be limited by the fear of appearing to 

attack the judge personally. A party might be embarrassed to introduce 

impeaching evidence. For these and similar reasons, Section 703 appears to be 

superior to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1883. See generally People v. 

Connors, 77 Cal. App. 438, 450-457, 246 Pac. 1072, 1076-1079 (1926)(abuse of 

discretion for the presiding judge to testify as to important and necessary 

facts without proof of which the issue, which his testimony is designed to 

support, cannot be sustained). 

The second sentence, based on Section 1883 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 

indicates the procedure to be followed in those cases where the judge's 

testimony would be important. 
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§ 704. Juror as witness 

Comment. Section 704 prohibits a juror from testifying as a witness 

even ,Tithout objection by a party. It is based co Rule 43 of the Uniform Rules 

of Evidence. Under existing California law, a juror may be called as a W1tD~ES, 

but the judge in his discretion may order the trial postponed or suspended and 

to take place before another jury. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1883 (superseded by Evidence 

Code Section 704). 

A juror-witness is in an anomalous position. He (as juror) is required to 

weigh his own testimony (as Witness) with complete impartiality. Manifestly, 

this is impossible. The adverse party, too, is placed in an embarrassing position. 

He cannot cross-examine in such a manner as to antagonize the juror. He cannot 

impeach for fear of antagonizing the juror. If he objects to the juror appearing 

as a witness, the juror may regard the objection as a personal reflection 

upoo his character and veracity. For t.hese reasons, Section 704, which prohibits 

a juror from testifying even though no objection is made, appears to be superior 

to Code of Civil PTOcedure Section 1883. 

The second sentence of subdivision (a), 'Thich is cased on Code of Civil 

Procedure Section 1883, preserves t.he existing California practice of continuing 

the case for trial before another jury when it is necessary for a juror to 

testify and it would be improper to permit him to do so. 

Section 704 does not prohibit a juror from testifying as to the 

occurrence of events likely to have improperly influenced a verdict. The language 

in subdivision (b) makes this clear. Therefore, under Section 700 (which provides 

that all persons are competent to testify) a juror is competent to testify as to 

the matters specified in Section 1150. 
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Together ,rith Section 1150, subdivision (b) will cp..ange the existing 

California law. Under existing la-,r, a juror is incompetent to give evidence 

as to matters that might impeach his verdict. People ,v, Gray, 61 Cal. 164, 183 

(1882). See also Siemsen v. oakland, S. L. , & H. Elec, By., 134 Cal. 494, 66 Pac. 
-.~ 

672 (1901). He is competent, however, to give evidence that no misconduct was 

committed by the jury after independent evidence has been given that there was 

misconduct. People v. Deegan, 88 Cal. 602, 26 Pac. 500 (1891), Ey statute, a 

juror may give evidence by affidavit that a verdict was determined by chance. 

CODE CIVo PROC. § 657(2) (recolIlllended for amendment to exclude reference to 

specific types of misconduct, preserving general reference to any misconduct). 

The courts have further held that affidavits of jurors may be used to prove 

that a juror concealed bias or other disqualification by false answers on ~ 

dire (Williams v. Bridges, 140 Cal. App. 537, 35 P.2d 407 (1934» or was mentally 

incompetent to serve as a juror (Cb.lrch v. Capital Freight Linee, 141 Cal. App.2d 

246, 296 P.2d 563 (1956». 

The rule that jurors' affidavits ITay be used to show concealed 

disqualification has been extended by recent cases so that there may be little 

left of the underlying rule of incompetency. In Shipley v. Permanente Hospital, 

127 Cal. App.2d 417, 274 P.2d 53 (1954) (disapproved in Kollert v. Cundiff, 

50 Cal.2d 768, 329 P.2d 897 (1958), insofar as the court's interpretation 

of Code of Civil Procedure Section 657(1) is concerned, though the Kollert case 

reaffirms disqualification by juror's affidavit for concealed bias on voir dire), 

the court held that jurors' affidavits could be received to show a concealed bias 

of some jurors in favor of phYSicians charged with rralpractice even though 

there was no intentional or conscious concealment on voir dire. And, in 
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Noll v. Lee, 221 Cal. App.2d _____ , 34 Cal. Rptr. 223 (1963) (hearing denied), 

the court held that the falsity of a juror's answers on voir dire--i.e., that 

he would follow the law given in the judge's instructions-··could be sho,nrr by 

his affidavit that he read and relied on portions of a Vehicle Code summary 

that he took with him to the jury room. Despite the evidence in the record 

that the juror did not believe he was violating the trial court's instructions 

and did not believe that he was deceiving the court on his voir dire examination, 

the appellate court held as a matter of law that he did in fact deceive 

the court by false answers on voir dire and that jurors' affidavits could be used 

to prove it. Apparently, then, if the questions asked on voir dire are 

sufficiently comprehensive to cover in general terms the kinds of misconduct 

that would warrant an attack on the verdict, jurors' affidavits may be used 

to show that such misconduct occurred and that, consequently, the answers on 

voir dire were false. 

Thus, under existing law, a juror is permitted to give evidence of a 

chance verdict or evidence of misconduct when an intention to engage in 

misconduct is denied on voir dire, but he is prohibited from giving evidence 

of misccnductunder any other circumstances. No reason is apparent for this 

distinction. The danger to the stability of verdicts appears to be as great 

in the one case as it is in the other. Jurors are the persons most apt to 

know whether misconduct has occurred. Not to hear evidence as to misconduct 

from the jurors themselves (except when it can be linked to an answer on voir 

dire) may at times conceal the only evidence of misconduct that exists. The 

existing rule is a temptation to eavesdropping and similar undesirable practices, 

for the only admissible evidence of misconduct in the jury room must come from 

those not authorized to be there. 
§ 704 
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The existing rule is based on an ancient common law precedent. Vaise v. 

Delaval, 1 T.R. 11, 99 Eng. Rep. 944 (K.B. 1785). The reason given for the 

rule in that case--that the jurors should not be permitted to give evidence 

of their a>rn crime or misconduct--is no longer apposite. The rule is now 

based on a fear that juries will be ta~ered with and their verdicts ~eriled. 

Saltzman v. SUnset Tel. & Tel. Co., 125 Gal. 501, 505, 58 Pac. 16~, 170 (1899). 

But the peril to the verdict flows from the substantive rule permitting verdicts 

to be set aside for misconduct, not from the source of the evidence. If 

verdicts may be set aside for jury misconduct, it is absurd to deny access to 

the most reliable evidence of such misconduct. See criticism of existing rule 

in 8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2353 (NcNaughton rev. 1961). Experience with the 

exception to the existing rule that permits jurors to impeach verdicts made 

by chance or by jurors who an~{er falsely on voir dire indicates that fears of 

jury t~ering are unrealistic. Therefore, the rule forbidding a juror to 

give evidence of misconduct of the jury is repudiated. 

Penal Code Section 1120 requires a juror who discovers that he has personal 

knowledge of the case being tried before him to declare that fact. The section 

requires the juror to be ~Torn as a ",ritness and examined in the presence of the 

parties. Section 704 retains th1.s method for determining whether a juror is 

qualified to continue to sit as a juror in the case. 

§ 710. Oath required. 

COIument. Section 710 states the substance of existing california law as 

found in Section 1846 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 
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\..... § 711. Confrontation 

c 

Comment. Section 711 restates without substantive change the rule of 

confrontation provided in Section 1846 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 

§ 720. Qualification as expert witness 

Comment. Section 720 states the special requisites necessary to qualify 

a witness as an expert. It is based on similar language contained in Rule 19 

of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. 

Subdivision (al. Subdivision (a) requires that a person offered as an 

expert witness have special knowledge, skill, experience, training, or 

education sufficient to qualify him as an expert on the particular matter. 

This subdivision states existing law. CODE ClV. PBOC. § 1870(9)(portion 

relating to experts superseded by Evidence Code Sections 720 and 721). 

The judge must be satisfied that the proposed witness is an expert. 

People v. Haeussler, 41 Cal.2d 252, 260 P.2d 8 (1953); Pfingsten v. Westenhaver, 

39 Cal.2d 12, 244 p.2d 395 (1952); Bossert v. Southern Pac. Co., 172 Cal. 405, 

157 Pac. 597 (1916); People v. Pacific Gas & Elec. Co., 27 Cal. App.2d 725, 81 

P.2d 584 (1938). The judge's determir~tion that a witness ~ifies as an 

expert witness is binding on the trier of fact, but the trier of fact may 

consider the witness' qualifications as an expert in determining the weight to 

be given his testimony. Pfingsten v. Westenhaver, 39 Cal.2d 12, 244 P.2d 395 

(1952); Howland v. Oakland Consolo St. By., 110 Cal. 513, 42 Pac. 983 (1895); 

Estate of Johnson, 100 Cal. App.2d 73, 223 P.2d 105 (1950). See Section 405 

and the Comment thereto. 
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Subdivision (b). This subdivision states tbat the requisite special 

qualifications required of an expert witness may be provided by the witness' 

own testimony. This is the usual method used to qualify a person as an expert. 

See, ~, Moore v. Belt, 34 Gal.2d 525, 532, 212 P.2d 509, 513 (1949). 

Subdivision (c). This subdivision provides that the judge may receive 

the witness' testimony conditionally, subject to the necessary foundation 

being supplied later in the trial. This is merely an ex:press statement of 

the broad power of the judge with respect to the order of proof. See Section 

320. Unless the foundation is subsequently supplied, the judge should grant 

a motion to strike or should order the testimony stricken from the record on 

his own motion. The introductory phrase is intended to suggest that the 

discretionary power to depart from established practices should be sparingly 

exercised. 

§ 721. Testimony by expert witness 

Comment. Section 721 is included in this article to clarify any ambiguity 

that may exist with respect to the type of testimony permitted a person who is 

qualified to testify as an ex:pert. 

Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) permits an expert witness to testify to 

any matter to the same extent as an ordinary witness not testifying as an expert. 

Thus, as to those matters that are outside the scope of his special ex:pertise, 

the expert witness is treated the ~e in all respects as an ordinary witness. 

In such cases, the witness is, of course, not testifying as an expert. 
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Subdivisions (b) and (0). These subdivisions relate to those matters 

as to which an expert witness may testify witbin the scope of his special 

expertise. Generally speQking, expert testimony is required for either or 

both of two reasons. First, the facts involved in a particular lawsuit 

may be beyond the competence of ordinary persons) and expert testimony is needed 

to translate these special facts into lan~age that can be readily understood 

by the trier of fact. Chemical properties of particular substances are an 

example of such special facts that may not be within the competence of persons 

of common experience. Second, expert testimony also may be required to inter-

pret common facts whose significance to the particular litigation cannot be 

fully appreciated without the aid of expert testimony. Thus, the color of 

a paint chip or the shape of a fragment of glass recovered at the scene of an 

accident may have significance to an expert with respect to the type of 

vehicle involved that cannot be appreciated by the trier of fact without the 

aid of expert testimony. Subdivisions (b) and (c) cover both of these situations. 

Subdivision (c) does not specify the precise matters upon which an 

expert's opinion may be based; the subdivision merely indicates that an expert 

may testify in the form of an opinion upon a subject that is within the scope 

of his special expertise. See Section 801 and the Comment thereto. The matter 

upon which an expert's opinion is based, however, will affect the way in which 

the direct examination of the expert is conducted. Thus, when an expert 

witness testifies from his personal knowledge of the facts, data, or other 

matter upon which his opinion is based, there is no necessity that his examination 

be conducted through hypothetical questions designed to elicit specific details 

(" concerning the basis for his opinion. Nor are hypothetical questions necessarily 
~-
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required when the eX":eo':; Lases his opinion in part upor. oth2r",ise inadmissible 

hearsay. See People v. Wilson, 25 Cal 2d 341, 153 P.2d 720 (1944). On the 

other hand, where an expert witness testifies in the for~ of opinion based upon 

assumed facts not personally known to him, it may be essential to examine the 

expert by using hypotl:etical questions. The assumed facts must be stated as 

an hypothesis upon which the opinion is based in order to permit the trier 

of fact to weigh che opinion in the light of its findings as to the existence 

or nonexistence of the assumed facts. See discussion in Lemley v. Doak Gas 

Engine Co.} 40 Cal. App. 146, 150-154, 180 Pac. 671, 673--675 (19l9)(hearing 

denied). It is largely in the discretion of the judge to control the extent 

to which the hypothetical nature of the assumed facts need to be shown, i.e., 

the extent to which the examiner's questions need be classically "hypothetical" 

in form. Graves v. Union Oil Co.] 36 Cal. App. 766, 173 Pac. 618 (1918), See 

also Estate of Collin, 150 Cal. App.2d 702, 310 P.2d 663 (1957)(hearing denied). 

§ 722. Cross-examination of expert witness 

Comment. Section 722 governs the cross-examination permitted of a witness 

who testifies as an expert. Subdivision ia) restates the substance of the last 

clause of Code of Civ~l Proce~ure Section 1872. This subdivision states the 

existing California law. "Once an expert offers his opinion, however, he exposes 

himself to the kind of inquiry which ordinarily would have no place in the 

cross··examination of a factual witness. The expert invites investigation into 

the extent of his knowledge, the reasons for his opinion including facts and 

other matters upon which it is based (Code Civ. Proc., § 1872), and which he 

took into consideration; and he may be 'subjected to the most rigid cross 

examination' concerning his qualifications, and his opinion and its sources 
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[citation omitted]." Hope v. Arrovhead & Puritas Waters, Inc.} 174 Cal. App.2d 

222, 230, 344 P.2d 428, 433 (1959). 

In addition to permitting full cross-examination of an expert witness 

in regard to his qualifications as an expert (and such other wstters as the 

reasons for any opinion expressed and the matter upon which it is based), 

subdivision (al of Section 722 provides that an expert witness may be cross-

examined to the same extent as any other witness. In this respect, the substance 

of Chapter 6 (commencing with Section (80) is made applicable to expert witnesses. 

Subdivision (b) of Section 722 clarifies a matter concerning which there is 

considerable confusion in the California decisions. It is at least clear under 

existing law that an expert witness may be cross-examined in regard to the 

same books relied upon by him informing or arriving at his opinion. Lewis v. 

Johnson, l2 Cal.2d 558, 86 p.2d 99 (1939); Peo?le v. Hooper, 10 Cal. App.2d 332, 

51 P.2d ll31 (1935). Dictum in scme decisions indicates that the cross-examiner 

is strictly limited to such books as those relied upon by the expert witness. 

See, ~, Baily v. Kreutzmann, 141 CaL 519, 75 Pac. 104 (1904). Other cases, 

however, suggest that the cross-examiner is not thus limited, and that an 

expert witness IJ'sy be cross~examined in regard to any books of the same character 

as the books relied upon by the expert in forming his opinion. Griffith v. 

Los Angeles Pac. Co., 14 Cal. App. 145, III Pac. 107 (1910). See Salgo v. 

Leland Stanford etc. Ed. Tl~stees, 154 Cal. App.2d 5tO, 317 P.2d 170 (1957); 

Gluckstein v. Lipsett, 93 Cal. App.2d 391, 209 P.2d 98 (1949)(reviewing 

California authorities). There may be a limitation on the permissible scope of 

such cross-examination, however, restricting the cross-examiner to the use 

of such books as "are not in harmony with the testimony of the Witness." 
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Griffith v. Los Angeles Pac. Co.,~. Language in several earlier cases 

indicated that the cross-examiner also could use books to test the competency 

of an expert witness, whether or not the expert relied upon books in forming 

his opinion. Fisher v. Southern Pac. R.R., 89 Cal. 399, 26 Pac. 894 (1891); 

People v. Hooper, 10 Cal. App.2d 332, 51 P.2d 1131 (1935). More recent decisions 

indicate, however, tr~t the opinion of an expert witness must be based either 

generally or specifically upon books before the expert can be cross-examined 

concerning them. Lewis v. Johnson, 12 Cal.2d 558, 86 P.2d 99 (1939); Salgo 

v. Leland Stanford etc. Ed. Trustees, 154 Cal. App.2d 560, 317 P.2d 170 (1957); 

Gluckstein v. Lipsett, 93 Cal. App.2d 391, 209 P.2d 98 (1949). The conflicting 

California cases are gathered in Annot., 60 A.L.R.2d 77 (1958). 

SubdiviSion (b) of Section 722 limits the cross-examiner to use of those 

publications that have been refered to, conSidered, or relied upon by the expert 

in formir.g his cpinion. If an expert r~s relied upon a ,particular book, it 

is necessary to permit cross-examination in regard to that book to show whether 

the expert correctly read, interpreted, and applied the :portions he 
relied on. Similarly, it is an important adjunct of cross-examination technique 

to question an expert witness as to those publications referred to or considered 

by him in forming his opinion. JL~ expert's reas~ns for not relying u:pon 

particular publications that were considered by him rrsy reveal important infor-

mation bearing upon the credibility of his testimony. However, a brnader 

rule--one that would permit cross-examination on workh not referred to, ~idered, 

or relied upon by the expert--would permit the cross-examiner to place the 

opinions of absentee authors before the jury without the safeguard of cross-

examination. Although the court would be required upon request to caution 

the jury that the statements read are not to be considered evidence of the truth 
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of the propositions stated, there is a danger that at least SOIT£ jurors might 

rely on the author's statements for this purpose. Yet, the statements in the 

book might be based on inade~uate background research, mi~ht be subject to 

unexpressed ~ualifications that would be applicable in the case before the 

court, or might be unreliable for some other reason that could be revealed if 

the author were subject to cross-examination. Therefore, such statements should 

not be permitted to be brought before the jury under the guise of testing the 

competence of another expert. The rule stated in subdivision (b) of Section 

122 thus provides a fair and ,wrkable solution to this conflict of competing 

interests with respect to the permissible use of publications by the cross-

examiner. 

§ 123. Credibility of expert ,ritness 

Conment. Subdivision (a) of Section 123 codifies a rule recognized in the 

California decisions. People v. Cornell, 203 Cal. 144, 263 Pac. 216 (1928); 

People v. Strong, 114 Cal. App. 522, 300 Pac. 84 (1931). 

Subdivision (b) of Section 123 is a restatement of the existing California 

law applicable in condemnation cases. CODE CIV. PROC. § l256.2 (superseded by 

Evidence Code Section 123). It is uncertain whether the California law in 

other fields of litigation is as stated in Section 123. At least one 

California case has held that an expert could be asked whether he was being 

compensated, but could not be asked the amount of the compensation. People v. 

Tomalty, 14 Cal. App. 224, 111 Pac. 513 (1910). However, the decision may have 

been based on the discretionary right of the trial judge to curtail collateral 

inquiry. 
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In any event, the rule enunciated in Section 1256.2 and in Section 723 

is a desirable rule. The tendency of some experts to beccme advocates for the 

party employing them has been recognized. 2 HIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 563 (3d ed. 

1940); Friedenthal, Discovery and Use of an Adverse Party's ~~ert Information, 

14 STAN. L. REV. 455, 485-486 (1962). The jury can better appraise the extent 

to which bias may have influenced an expert's opinion if it is informed as to 

the amount of his fee--and, hence, the extent of his obligation to the party 

calling him. 

§ 724. Limit on number of expert l{itnesses 

Comment. This section restates existing California law as expressed in 

the last sentence of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1871. 

§ 730. Appointment of expert by court 

Comment. Section 730 restates l{ithout substantive change the existing 

California law as expressed in the first paragraph of Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1871. The language of Section 1871 has been revised to use terms defined 

in the Evidence Code and to shorten its length by the elimination of unnecessary 

language. 

§ 731. Payment of expert appointed by court 

Comment. Except for minor changes in language necessary to incorporate 

terms defined in the Evidence Code, this section duplicates and supersedes the 

second paragraph of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1871. 

§ 732. calling and examining court-appointed expert 

Comment. Section 732 restates the substance of the fourth paragraph of 

." Code of Civil Procedure Section 1871. This section is specifically made subject 
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to the first article in this chapter, which deals with the competency and 

qualification of a person to testify as an expert. The section also refers to 

Section 774, the specific language of which is based on language originally 

contained in Section 1871. Section 774 permits each Farty to the action to 

object to questions asked and evidence adduced and to cross-examine any person 

called by the court as a witness to the same extent as if such person were called 

as a witness by an adverse party. Hence, a reference to this basic section is 

included in Section 732 in lieu of repeating the language of that section. 

§ 733. Right to prcduce other evidence 

Comment. Section 733 duplicates and supersedes the third paragraph of 

Code of Civil Procedure Section 1871. 

§ 750. Rules relating to witnesses apply to inteYFreters 

Comment. Section 750 makes all of the rules relating to witnesses 

applicable to inteYFreters. This is existing law. E. g., People v. Lem Deo, 

132 Cal. 199, 201, 64 Pac. 265, 266 (1901). Presumably, this section also 

states existing law in regard to translators, who are treated as expert witnesses. 

See, ~, People v. Bardin, 148 Cal. App.2d 776, 307 P.2d 384 (1957). 

§ 751. InteYFreters for witnesses 

Comment. Section 751 is based on and supersedes Section 1884 of the Code 

of Civil Procedure. The language of this section, however, is new; it is cast 

in terms similar to Section 701(0.), dealing with the disqualification of a 

person to be a witness if he is incapable of expressing himself so as to be 

understood by the judge and jury. 
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Judicial proceedings are required to be conducted in the English language. 

CAL. CONST., Art. 4, § 24; CODE CIV. PROC. § 185. Hence, when a person who 

is othe~,ise qualified to testify as a witness cannot communicate in the 

English language, an interpreter must interpret for him. Language, however, 

is not the only barrier to effective conmunication. Physical disability may 

prevent a person who is able to "understand and speak" (CODE CIV. PROC. § 1884) 

the English language from being understood by the judge and jury, as where a 

person is unable to speak above a whisper. See generally discussion in People 

v. Walker, 69 Cal. App. 475, 231 Pac. 572 (1924). Section 751 assures the 

exercise of bread discretion by the court to appoint an interpreter in appropriate 

cases, as is consistent with the discretion presently exercised. People v. 

Holtzclaw, 76 Cal. App. 168, 243 Pac. 894 (1926). 

Subdivision (b) of Section 751 substitutes for detailed language in 

Section 1884 of the Code of Civil Procedure a reference to the general authority 

of a court to appoint expert witnesses, since interpreters are in all respects 

treated as expert witnesses and subject to the same rules of competency and 

examination as are experts generally. 

§ 752. Translators of writings 

Coument. Section 752 is based on and supersedes Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1863, but the language of this section is new. The same principles 

that underlie the necessity for the appointment of an interpreter for a witness 

who is incapable of expressing himself so as to be understood by the judge and 

jury apply with equal force to documentary evidence. See Section 751 and the 

Comment thereto. 
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§ 753. Intel~reters for ~eaf in criminal and corrndtment cases 

Comment. Except for minor language changes necessary to incorporate 

terms defined in the Evidence Code, this section duplicates and supersedes Code 

of Civil Procedure Section 1885. 
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S 760. Direct examination 

COlllDlent. Section 760 duplic8.ceo and supersede3 ·o;le clefioition of 

"dil'cct examination" found in Ccc.e cf Civil Procec'cure :x:ction 2.045. 

§ 761. Cross-examination 

[The CooJnent to this section an(1. to Section 771 "ill be prepared after 

the July meeting.] 

§ '{62. Leading question 

Cerement. Section 762 restates the substance of and supersedes the first 

sentence of Section 2046 of the Cocle of Civil Procedure. 1'.6 to the pro-

hioEion against the use of leadinG questions in the examination of a 

vitness, see Section 767 and the Comment thereto. 

§ 763. Parties represented by SaLe attorney 

Comment. Section 763 is needed to prevent aouse of the expanded right 

of cl'oss-examination. T,lithout this section, the attorney for one party 

coule. call a ,{itness and, after a superficial examination, cross-examine 

the sante lTitness under the guise of acting on behalf of another party to 

the a.dion. Such conduct would cil'cUlIlVent the rule q;Qi:1st putting leading 

quco·oions to a witness on direct c;c"",ination. See ,-iectiol1 767. 

§ 765. Judge to control mode of in-cerrcgation 

Comment. Section 765 is a resooatement without cutstantive change of 

the 8.,'::isting California lavas declared in Section 2044 of the Cede of 

Chil Procedure. Section 765 is but a specific applicatien of the general 

discl'e·Cion of the judge to exercise control over the conduct of the trial of 
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an acGion. The reference to Section 352 in subdivision (-0) of this section 

re:'='C:i~S to another s:pecii"ic ins-':',J,r.;.ce OI .... t.he jud.ge I;] (~iscre-:';:'on to ccntrol 

the comluct of a trial. As to tLe latituie 1'8rmEt8". tl1e jucige in controllinG 

thc 8ocamination of "itnesses uncle:' existing 1m;, con,inuecc in effect by 

SecciOlO 765, see Ccmmercial Union \ssur. Co. v. Paci!ic S~!" & Elec. Co., 

220 Cal. 515, 31 P.2d 793 (1934). :]ee also People .. Dmis, 6 Cal. App. 

22S, 91 Pac. 810 (1907). 

§ 766. Responsive ans'rers 

Comment. Section 766 restates "ithout substan·i;i'·,'e chanGe and super-

sec.es Code of Civil Procedure Section 2056. 

§ 767. Leading questions 

Cc=ent. Section 767 restates "ithout substaJTcivc change and super-

se~es the second sentence of Cede cf Civil ProcedUl'e 0ection 2046. 

i...76G. Uritings 

Comment. This section deals ,"ith the same mat"cers presently contained 

in Sections 2052 and 2054 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Under existing 

Ca1ilornia 1a", a cross-examiner need not disclose to a ,litness any 

information concerning a prior inconsistent oral st",tement of the "itness 

before asking him questions about -che statement. Feople v. Kidd, 56 Cal.2d 

75<;, 765, 16 Cal. Rptr. 793, 796-797, 366 P.2d 49, 52-53 (1961); People v. 

Cru,l'OS, 10 Cal. App.2d 310, 317, 52 ?2d 251, 254 (1935). Nor does a party 

examining his own "itness need to me2:e such a disclosure in cases where he 

is permitted to attack the credibility of his mm '.!itness. People v. Kidd, 

56 Cal.2d 759, 16 Cal. Rptr. 793, 366 P.2d 49 (1961). 
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c prim.~ inconsistent stat2men-ts are: :"n lJyitjng; or, C!..:; ~_n the case of former 

oral "c.estimony, have been reduced. ... CO 'dTi tints) Hthey 1m_S";:' be Sh01ffi to the 

wi'Gness before any question is put tc him concerniEG them." CODE ClV. PROC. 

§ 2052 (superseded by EVIDENCE COD::; § 768); Umemoto v. McDonald, 6 Cal. 2d 

587, 592, 58 P.2d 1274, 1276 (1936). 

::3ection 768 eliminates the distinction made in e,:istinG law bet,Teen oral 

anG. '.Tritten statements. Under this section, a wit;:ess may be asked 

ques'cions concerning prior inconsistent statements cven though no disclosure 

is made to him concerning the prim" statement. tlllc'ohm' a foundational showing 

is required before other evidence of the prior sta·cercer.t may be admitted 

is not covered in Section 768; the prerequisites for ~che admission of such 

eviG.ence are set forth in Section 769. 

The rule requiring that prior inconsistent written s-:'oatements be sholm 

to 'c;,e 1Jitness has been eliminateQ :i'or much the SaLle reason that there 

prccently is no such requirement in regard to priol' oral statements. The 

requirement of disclosure limits the effectiveness of cross-examination by 

renc'ling the element of surprise. The forelre.rninc required gives the 

disi:onest I·fitness the opportunity to reshape his testimony in conformity with 

the prior statement and thus avoid being exposed. The present rule is based 

on an English common law rule that has been abandoned in EnGland for over 

100 years. See McCORMWK, EVIDENC::: § 28, at 53 (1954). 'I'he California rule 

applicable to prior oral statements is the more desirable rule and should 

be applicable to all prior inconsistent statements. 

Hith respect to other tYlles of ",lritings (such as thoce that are not 

maC.e by the witness himself or, even though made by him, are not inconsistent 

§768 
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st,,'c"~lents used for impeaclunent purposes), the exis"cing 1m! is uncertain. 

E:.;:cept ',rhere a 'jririting is shoun to a l;;itness for plTpose3 cf identification 

or "'"freshing recollection, it is noo clear under 'ehe ,,;;ioting law "hether 

othol- types of writings like those GUGgested need be choun to the "itness 

before he can be examined concernin~ them. For exanlple, it is not clear 

"hether a ~li tness necessarily mus'~ 0e shown a ,rri tten con'Cl-act executed by 

him before he can be examined concerning its terms. ~;edion 2054 of the 

Coc',e of Civil Procedure requires only that the adverse party must be given 

an opportunity to inspect any writ ins that is actu8,1l,' shmm to a 'fitness 

before the witness can be examinee;, concerning the uri'Ginc;; it does not in 

ten:s require that any writing neeC be shmrn to the uitness before he can be 

eXBnined concerning it (unless, of course, it be an inc0l1sistent statement 

vL;:ii1 the terms of Section 2052 or it is used to reeL-esh recollection as 

provided in Section 2047). See People v. Briggs, 50 Cal.2d 385, 413, 24 Cal. 

Rptr. !~17, 435, 374 P.2d 257, 275 (1962); People v. ::eyes, 103 Cal. App. 624, 

281, Tac. 487 (1930)(hearing deniecl); People v. De fJ!c;elli, 34 Cal. App. 716, 

160 ~\lC. 669 (1917). Section 768 clarifies "hate'.-e"' 'coubo may exist in 

this regard by declaring the generc,l rule that such ',rritit:c; need not be 

shmm to the witness before he can lle examined conce:'ninG i"c. 

Jubdivision (b) of Section 768 preserves the r:'.:.)1'o of the adverse party 

to i;1spect a "ri ting that is actually shown to a '.Titno 5S be:i'ore the witness 

can lle examined concerning it. ,"Os indicated above ,"l1is preserves the 

existing requirement declared in Code of Civil Procedure SEction 2054. In 

keeping ,rith the expanded SCOpE of cross-examinatiOl:>., houcver, the right of 

inspection has been extended to all parties to the "c'don. 

§768 
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\\ 76.:.:. I~consistent statement 01" ~Cl1duct 

Ccmment. Section 769 is consistent with the e.::i","oing C8lii'ornia law 

reGO:l~d.ing the examination of' a 1-litness concerning prior inconsistent oral 

st2tcments. People v. Kidd, 56 Ca1.2d 759, 765, 16 Cal. Rptr. 793, 796-797, 

366 P.2d 49, 52-53 (1961). Insofar as this section also relates to inc on-

sis"cent statements of a witness that are in writil1[; (see the definitions of 

",s"ca"i;ement" and "conduct" in Sections 225 and 125, respectively), see the 

CCL1lilent to Section 768. 

§ 770. Refreshing recollection "ith a writing 

[The Comment to this section lIill be prepared. aZ"cer the Commission has 

considered the substance of this section.) 

§ 771. Cross-examination 

[~'he Comnent to this section O-'1cI to Section 761 "ill be prepared after 

the July aeeting.) 

§ 772. Order of examination 

Conruent. Section 772 is the same in substance es end supersedes the 

seconcI sentence in Section 2C45 of "che Code of Civil Procedure. It is a 

specific application of the broad discretion of the judge to regulate the 

ord.er of proof and the general conduct of the trial of an action. See 

Section 32C and the Comment thereto. 

§ 773. Re-examination 

Comment. Section 773 is based. on and supersedes the first and third 

sentcences of Section 2C50 of the Code of Civil Procec'ure. The language of 
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Sec"cion 2050 is retained except th,,-t "another par-c~'" has been substituted 

fOl' ll adverse party. It This chan::;e iG ::ccquired in li~:r~ of the expanded scope 

of c:-,~csG-exmnination permitted ul:c-;'e:c this chapter. 

§ 771:. Judge may call ,;1tnesses 

Ccmment. The power of the judGe to call exper"c uitnesses is >Tell-

recoGnized by statutory 8..'1d case lau in California. com: CIV. PROC. § 1871 

(recoCiified as Section 724 and ,'\:r~cicle 2 (commencing "i th :::eetion 730) of 

Chap-eel' 3); PENAL CODE § 1027; Citizens State Bank v. Castro, 105 Cal. App. 

281" 287 Pac. 559 (1930). See also CODE CIV. PROC. ~" 186::; (translators of 

1fritings), §§ 1884, 1885 (interpreoers), conti:med ~n ef:iect by Chapter 4 

(ccllluencing ,;1th Section 750). 

'!:'he pCMer of the judge to call other llitnesses also is recognized by 

caGe la". In Travis v. Southern Pac. Co., 210 Cal. i'.pp.20. 410, 26 Cal. Rptr. 

700 (1962), over plaintiff's objection, the court permitte::1" the defendant 

to call a IJarticular 'litness llith "ehe understandinG that both IJarties could 

crcss-emmiI:e him--in effect, the COlli't called the vi ""ness. "[H le have 

been cited to no case, nor has OlU' indeIJendent reseGrch disclosed any case, 

dealing uith a civil action in which a "itness has "jcen called to the stand 

by -;;lle court, over objection of a pcrty. However, ".,-e can see no difference 

in -;;his resIJect be-cween a civil and a criminal case. In both, the endeavor 

of "~he court and the parties should be to get at the truth of the matter 

in contest. Fundamentally, there is no reason why the court in the inter-

ests of justice should not call to the stand anyone who appears to have 

relevant, ccmpetent and material information." Travis v. Southern Pac. Co., 

§ 773 
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:;ection 774 expressly authorizes the judge to call l1itne6ses, assuring 

to 0;,8 pa . .-rl;ies the same rights to '.':,ich they ,roule:. "be errt!.tled if' the "it-

neGGC~ ',iere called by a party to tl:e action. 'Ihe lanGuaG" used to express 

theee rights is taken from the four'oh paragraph of Section 1871 of the Code 

of Civil Frocedure (super~eded by Section 732), deGling ,rith the rights of 

the parties 'Then an expert llitnes~ is called and examinee, by the court. 

§ 775. Cros s-examination of anothe,-' party or "i tue 8 G 

[The Comment to this section trill be prepared ane:- the July meeting. J 

§ 776. Exclusion of witnesses 

Comment. Section 776 is based on and supersed8s ~."'ction 2043 of the 

Coe~e of Civil Procedure. Under the existing lal-r, 'Ghe juc\;e exercises broad 

discretion in regard to the excluGion of witnesses. ?80ple v. Larisey, 14 

Ca1.2d 30, 92 P.2d 638 (1939); "eaple v. Garbutt, 197 Cal. 200, 239 Pac. 

1080 (1925). Cf. PENAL CODE § 867 (power of magis'ci'ate to exclude witnesses 

during preliminary examination). '.e8 also CODE cr. FRee. 3 125 (general 

discretionary power of the court 'GO exclude uitnesGcJ). 

Unc.er the existing law, the juC:.ge has no o.iscre'cion to exclude a party 

to an action. If the party is a corporation, one o~ its officers designated 

by its attorney is entitled to be present. Becausechere is little practical 

diGtiuction between corporations and other artificial entities and organiza-

tions as parties to actions in'existing practice, subdivision (b) of Section 

771:. extends the right of presence ':;0 all artificial parties and, further, 

includes an employee as "ell as an officer of any st',ch party. 
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'~ 777. Recall of witnesses 

COllll1ent. Section 777 dU]llicates and sU]lersedes the second and third 

sen~oences of Section 2050 of the Co(1e of Civil Procco.ure. 

\bder Section 777, as under exis'cing Iml, the ju(~ce exercises broad 

diccl'etionary ]lower in regard to the recall of "i tnes sec for examination or 

for cross-examination. Peo]lle v. ;,aven, 44 Ca1.2d 523, 282 P.2d 866 (1955). 

This is a s]lecific exam]lle of the broad discretion in the judge to regulate 

the oo-der of ]lroof (see Section 320) and the mode of interrogation of ,ri t-

necscs (see Section 765). 

§ 7\~O. Credibility of "itnesses generally 

Comment. Section 780 is a restatement of the e"istinG California lau as 

(leclm-ed in several sections of the Code of Civil ;'l-oceclure, all of which 

are sU]lerseded by this section and o'cher sections in !~rticle 2 (commencing 

"itt- Section 781) of this cha]lter. Thus, subdivisions (a), (b), (e), (fl, 

an{ (i) restate without substantive change several r:atterc contained in Code 

of Civil Procedure Section 1847. CChe matters mentioned in subdivisions (e) 

and (i) also are covered by Code of Civil Procedure Section 2051. Subdivi-

sion (h), dealing ~lith statements made by a ,<1tness that are inconsistent 

,,1'Oh his testimony at the hearing, l-estates the suiJc';;ance of Code of Civil 

Procedure Sections 2049 and 2052. The use of character evidence as ai'fect-

inc; the credibility of a "'itness dso is covered in Section 2053 of the 

Code of Civil Procedure • 

. ~ection 780 is a general statement of ]lrinci]lle regarding those matters 

the;" have any tendency in reason to affect the credibility of a "i tness. 

So far as the admissibility of evidence relating to credibility is concerned, 
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it is technically unnecessary becc.lcse of Section 351, "hich declares that 

flaIl relevant evidence is admissi~c-lc.ll It seems c1eGiraole, however; to 

sta"ce explicitly that any statement or other conduct may affect the credibil-

hy of a uitness. See Kilstrom v. Bronnenberg, 110 Cal. App.2d 62, 242 P.2d 

65 (1952). For specific limitations on the admissibility of certain kinds 

of evidence used for the purpose of attacking or supportinG the credibility 

of a ui tness,. seG Article 2 (comLle,~cing with Section 781). 

§ 781. PartiGs may attack or SUPPOl't credibility 

Comment. Section 781 s'"18eps m""c.y all pre-exis"c inc liL:i tations on the 

riGht to support or attack the credibility of "itnesses. Together ,rith 

Section 351 (providing that all relevant evidence is admiSSible), Section 

781 rillikes all evidence relevant to the issue of the credibility of a witness 

ailiuissible. Hmrever, Section 781 is subject to several qualifications on the 

ac1Bissibility of such evidence. Tll"-1s, for example, i';ections 785 (goed char-

ac"~er) and 788 (prior consistent statements) limit tile admissibility of evi-

dence supporting credibility; the remaining sections in this article limit 

the mlnissibi1ity of certain types of evidence relevan"c to credibility; the 

rules of privilege and the rules excluding hearsay evidence also operate to 

excluu.e evidence that may othen-rise be admissible 010 this issue; and Section 

352 permits the judge to exclude evidence relating to credibility "here it 

'lOulu. be unduly prejudicial, consume too much time, cause confusion, and the 

lil:e. 

I.ttacking the credibility of one's mill "itness. Section 781 eliminates 

the present restriction on attackin::; the credi bili ty of one's own witness. 

Un(!e,' the existing California 1m" a party is precluc.eu. from attacking the 
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cre(liDility of his own witness unless he has been surprised and damaged by 

tIle '"itness' testimony. CODE CIV. iRCC. §§ 2049, 2052 (s\Jllerseded by 

EVID::IICE CODE §§ 768, 769, 781, 787); People v. LeBeau, 39 Cal.2d 146, 148, 

2Lf5 :"'.20. 302, 303 (1952). In larGe part, the present Imr rests upon the 

theOl'y that a party producing a ,11-Oness is bound by :,is testilnony. See dis-

cUG~ion in Smellie v. Southern Pac. Co., 212 Cal. 540, 555-556, 299 Pac. 529, 

535 (1931). This theory has long been abandoned ill several jurisdictions 

",here the practical exigencies of litigation have been recognized. See 

HcCOnIrrCK, EVIDENCE § 38 (1954). !~ party has no act1.<al control over a person 

"ho "itnesses an event and is re'!.uired to testify -Co aia. -ohe trier of fact in 

itc function of determining the truth. Hence, a party should not be "bound" 

by the testilnony of a 1,i tness prcC.uced by hiln. It follo"s that he should be 

peruitted to attack the credibilL:, of the uitness uithout anachronistic 

lil:;itations. 110reover, denial of the right to attacl: crediiJility often may 

110rlc a hardship on a party ",here by necessity he must call a hostile 1,itness. 

Expanded opportunity for testing credibility is in l:eepinG 11ith the interest 

of providing a forum for full and free disclosure. In reGard to attacking 

the credibility of a "necessary" vitness, see generally People v. HcFarlane, 

131:- Cal. 618, 66 Pac. 865 (1901); l'illthony v. Hobbie, 85 Cal. App.2d 798, 

803-204, 193 P.2d 748, 751 (1948); First Nat'l Banl( v. De lloulin, 56 Cal. App. 

313, 321, 205 Pac. 92, 96 (1922). 

"Collateral matter" lilnitatiol1. The so-called "colla"eeral matter" lilnit-

ation on attacking the credibility of a ,ritness, 1111ere evidence relevant to 

credibility is excluded unless such evidence is independently relevant to 

the issue being tried, stems freID the sensible approach that trials should be 
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l:.attc:ts ttat c:TC collaterc.l or -Gc::' :,~c~:.lOte to ~~iG ~,~_~:,':poGe Ghm~d :'::e excluded. 

from consideration. Under existinG 1m." this 11 collatcral matter l1 doctrine 

has been treated as an inflexible rule excluding evidence relevant to the 

credibility of the Hitness. See,~, People v. Fells, 33 Ca1.2d 330, 340, 

202 L'.2d 53, 59 (1949), and cases cited therein. 

'lhe effect of Section 781 is to eliminate this inflexible rule of exclu-

sion. 'rhis is not to say that all evidence of a collateral nature offered 

to a~ctack the credibility of a uitness llOuld be admissible. Under Section 

352, the judge has wide discretion in regard to the cxclt:.sion of collateral 

evidence. The effect of Section 781, therefore, is ~co cllan;e the present 

somellhat ini'lexible rule of exclusion to a rule of (l~iscretion to be exer-

cised by the trial judge. 

§ 782. Character evidence generally 

Ccmment. Section 782 limits evidence relating to the character of a 

'Ii~one~s to the character traits nec,-,Gsarily involvec, in a :oroper determin 

of credibility. other character ~'raits of the witness are not of sufficient 

probative value concerninG the reliability of the vitness' testimony to off-

se~c ~v;,e prejudicial effect that lIould be caused by their admissibility. 

:..iection 782 is substantially in accord lIith the present California 1m, 

inso?ar as it admits evidence of the uitness' bad reputation for "truth, 

honesty, or integrity." CODE CD!. fReC. § 2051 (su?erseded by EVIDENCE CODE 

§ 782). See People v. Yslas, 27 Cel. 630, 633 (1865). Insofar as Section 

782 Fould permit opinion evidence on this subject, i"c ,'epresents a change in 

the ?resent la'i. As to this, the Ol)inion evidence '0,1"'"0 may be offered by 
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those persons intimately familiar 1:ith the witness '.muld appear to be of 

more :orobative value than the genec'olly admissible cv::'cience of reputation, 

:'''''> e .[S., 7 ,!IGNORE, EVIDEKCE § 1~'C6 (3d ed. 1(40). 

§ 783. Specific instances of conduct 

COlllrJent. Section 783 mal,es specific instances of conduct inadmissible 

to ",l'ove a trait of character for the purpose of at'cacking or supporting the 

crcceibility of a ..,itness. This is in accord ..,ith the present California la". 

Sharon v. Sharon, 79 Cal. 633, 673-674, 22 Pac. 26, 38 (1889); CODE CIV. 

PROC. § 2051 (superseded by Section 783 and several other sections in this 

chalrcer) • 
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§ 784. Conviction of witness for a crime 

Comment. Section 784 limits the extent to which evidence of conviction for 

a crime can be used for the purpose of attacking the credibility of a witness. 

Evidence of a conviction is inadmissible if it falls within the proscription 

of any of the three subdivisions. 

Section 783 provides that evidence of specific acts of conduct is 

inadmissible on the issue of credibility; but the section is expressly made 

subject to this section, thereby excepting from its provisicDS evidence of the 

witness' conviction for a crime. Hence, evidence of a conviction is admissible 

under the general provisions of Sections 351 and 781 unless it is made inadmissible 

by this section. 

Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) prohibits a party from attacking the 

credibility of a criminal defendant by evidence of his prior conviction unless 

the defendant-witness first has introduced character evidence insupport of 

his credibility. Under Section 785, the defendant ~ay introduce character 

evidence in support of his credibility only after his credibility has been 

attacked by evidence of bad character. Under the provisions of subdivision (a), 

therefore, the initial attack on the defendant-witness' credibility cannot 

include evidence of his conviction for a crime. 

SUbdivision (a) is based on a recognition that evidence of a defendant's 

prior conviction is highly prejudicial. BY limiting the use of such evidence, 

Section 784 avoids its excessively prejudicial effect and thus encourages a 

defendant with a criminal record to take the stand to explain the evidence 

against him. 
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Subdivision (b). Subdivision (b) follows the recomrr.endation of the 

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws by limiting the crimes that ~~y be used for 

impeachment purposes to crimes inv01ving dishonesty or false statement. The 

reason is that these crimes have a considerable bearing on credibility whereas 

others do not. Other crimes are excluded because the probative value of such 

crimes on the issue of credibility is low and the prejudice that may result from 

their introduction may be great. 

The subdivision will substantially change the existing california law. 

Under existing law, a conviction for a felony may be used for impeachment 

purposes--even though the crime does not involve the trait of honesty--but a 

conviction for a misdemeanor may not be used to attack credibility--even though 

the crime involves lying. CODE CIV. PROC. § 2051; People v. carolan, 71 Cal. 

195, 12 Pac. 52 (1886)(misdemeanor conviction inadmissible; gratuitous remark 

suggesting possible admissibility of misdemeanor conviction for ~urpose of 

discrediting a witness if "it should be made to appear that the offense involved 

moral turpitude or infan::w" effectively quashed in People v. ,ihite, 142 Cal. 292, 

294, 75 Pac. 828, 829 (1904), ",·ith the statement, "But the language of the code 

in question [CODE CIV. PROe. § 2051] clearly limits it to cases where there 

has been a conviction of felony."). Under existing California law, an offense 

that is punishable either as a felony or a misdemeanor is deemed a misdemeanor 

for all ~urposes if the punishment actually imposed is that applicable to 

misdemeanors. PEI~ CODE § 17. Hence, if a ~erson is charged with a felony 

and is punished with imprisonment in a county jail, the conviction may not be 

shawn to attack his credibility. People v. Hamilton, 33 Cal.2d 45, 198 P.2d 

873 (1948). But if probation is granted instead of imprisonment, the conviction 

may be shown to attack the credibility of the defendant in a subsequent criminal 
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case, even after the conviction is expunged under the provisions of Penal Code 

Section 1203.4 (People v. Burch, 196 Cal. App.2d 754, 17 Cal. Rptr. 102 (1961)), 

unless the court at the time of granting probation declares the offense to be 

a misdemeanor (PENAL CODE § 17--provision added by Cal. Stats. 1963, Ch. 919, 

after the decision in the ~ case, supra). Apparently, however, the conviction 

may not be used to attack the credibility of a person who is not a defendant 

in a subsequent criminal case once the conviction is expunged under the provisions 

of Penal Code Section 1203.4 People v. Mackey, 58 Cal. App. 123, 128-131, 208 

Pac. 135, 137-138 (1922). 

Thus, under existing law, evidence of considerable significance on the 

issue of credibility if frequently excluded while much evidence of little 

probative value on the issue is admitted. Section 784 removes these anomalies 

from the California law. 

Subdivision (b) also requires a party, before attacking the credibility of 

a witness on the basis of prior crimes, to satisfy the judge in proceedings 

out of the presence and bearing of the jury that the crime in question is 

admissible under Section 784 and that tbe witness actually committed the crime. 

The purpose of tbe provision is to avoid unfair imputations of crimes that 

either do not fit within tbe rule or are nonexistent. This provision is based 

in part on a proposal made by the Committee on Administration of Justice of 

tbe State Bar of California. See 29 CAL. s. B. J. 224, 238 (1954). 

Subdivision (b) makes ~ evidence of a conviction of the witness for a 

crime inadmissible unless the appropriate showing r.as been made to the judge. 

This includes evidence in the form of testimony from the witness himself. 

Hence, a party ~~y not ask a witness if be bas been convicted of a crime unless 

the party has made the requisite showing to the judge. 
§ 784 
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Subdivision (cl. Subdivision (el is a logical extension of the policy 

expressed in Section 2051 of the Code of Civil Procedure that prohibits the 

use of a conviction to attack credibility if a pardon has been granted upon 

the casis of a certificate of rehabilitation. Section 2051 is too limited, 

however, because it excludes a conviction only when a pardon based on a 

certificate of rehabilitation has been granted. Insofar as other convictions 

and pardons are concerned, the conviction is admissible to attack credibility, 

and the pardon--even though it may be based on the innocence of the defendant 

and his wrongful conviction for the crime--is admissible merely to mitigate 

the effect of the conviction. People v. Hardwick, 204 Cal. 582, 269 Pac. 

427 (1928). Moreover, the certificate of rehabilitation referred to in 

Section 2051 is available only to felons who have been confined in a state 

prison or penal institution; it is not available to persons given misdemeanor 

sentences or to persons granted procation. PENAL CODE § 11852.01, Sections 

1203.4, 1203.4a, and 1203.45 of the Penal ~ode provide procedures for setting 

aside the convictions of rehabilitated probationers and misdemeanants. Yet, 

under Section 2051 of the Code of Civil Procedure, a conviction that has 

been set aside under Penal Code Section 1203.4, for example, ~ay be shown to 

attack the credibility of the defendant in a subsequent crimi.nel prosecution. 

People v. Jarres, 40 Cal. App.2d 740, 105 P.2d 947 (1940). As to the use of 

such prior convictions generally, see the discussion under subdivision (c), 

~. Subdivision (c) eliminates these anachronisms by prohibiting the use of 

any conviction to attack credibility if the person convicted has been 

determined to be either innocent or rehabilitated and a pardon has been 

granted or the conviction has been set aside by court order pursuant to the 

cited provisions of the Penal Code or he has been relieved of the penalties 
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and disabilities of the conviction pursuant to a similar procedure provided by 

the lavs of another jurisdiction. 

§ 785. Good character of witness 

Comment. Section 785 precludes the introduction of character evidence to 

support the credibility of a witness unless and until evidence of the witness' 

bad character has been admitted for the pu~ose of attacking his credibility as 

a "itness. This section restates without substantive change a rule that is 

well recognized by statutory and case law in California. CODE CIV. PROC. § 2053 

(superseded by Section 785); People v. Bush, 65 Cal. 129, 131, 3 Pac. 590, 

591 (1884). Unless the credibility of a witness is put in issue by an attack 

impugning his character for honesty or veracity (see Section 782), the good 

character of the witness is irrelevant to a determination of any legitimate issue 

in the trial of an action. In the absence of such an attack, evidence of the 

witness' character admitted merely to support his credibility introduces 

collateral rraterial that is unnecessary to a proper determination of 

the action. See People v. Sweeney, 55 Cal.2d 27, 38-39, 9 Cal. Rptr. 793, 799, 

357 P.2d 1049, 1055 (1960). 

§ 786. Religious belief 

Coument. Section 786 restates the present California law as expressed 

in People v. Copsey, 71 Cal. 548, 12 Pac. 721 (1887), where the Supreme Court 

held that evidence relating to a witLess' religious belief or lack thereof is 

incompetent on the issue of his credibility as a witness. 
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§ 787. Inconsistent statement of ,ri tness 

Comment. Under Section 2052 of the Code of Civil Procedure, a proper 

foundation must be laid be=-ore evidence of' a witness t inCOESist;ent staten:.ent 

rray be admitted. for the purpose o~ attacking his credibility. The foundation 

required includes giving the witness the opportunity to identity, explain, 

or deny the contradictory statement. The principle of permitting a witness 

to explain the circumstances surrounding the making of an inconsistent state

ment is sound; but this does not compel the conclusion that the explanation 

must be made before the inconsistent statement is introduced. Accordingly, 

Section 787 permits the judge to exclude evidence of a prior inconsistent 

statement only if the witness Ca) "as not examined so as to give him an oppor

tunity to explain the statement and (b) has been unconditionally excused and 

is not subject to being recalled. 

Section 787 "ill permit effective cross-examination and impeachment of 

several collusive winesses, for under this section there need be no disclosure 

of prior inconsistency before all witnesses have been examined. 

Under Section 787, the judge in his discretion may permit the evidenceof 

the ~rstatement to be admitted even though the witness has been excused and 

has had no opportunity to explain or deny the statement. An absolute rule 

forbidding introduction of evidence of the prior staterrBnt unless the conditions 

specified are met may cause hardsh;p in some cases. For example, the party 

seeking to introuuce the prior statement may not have learned of its existence 

until after the witness has left the court and is no longer available. Hence, 

Section 787 grants the trial judge discretion to admit evidence of the prior 

statement "here justice so requires. For a discussion regarding the credibility 

of a hearsay declarant, see Section 1202 and the Comment thereto. 

§ 787 
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§ '700. 
, j L', 

Comment. Section 788 concerns the admissibility of prior consistent 

statements made by a witness that are offered for the purpose of supporting 

bis credibility as a witness. This section precludes the introduction of 

such statements unless and until there has been an attack on the credibility of 

the "itness by evidence of the type Il'.entioned in subdivisions (a) and (b) 

of this section. This is similar to tbe treatment of character evidence in 

section 785 and is consistent with the existing California law. See 

People v. Doyell, 48 Cal. 85. 90-91 (1874). Unless there has been an attack 

on the credibility of the witness, thereby placing his credibility in issue, 

the witness' prior consistent statements are no more than self-serving hearsay 

declarations. Scub statements are irrelevant to any legitimate issue necessary 

for determination in the action and are merely cumulative to the witness' 

testimony at the hearing, See 4IHGlI,ORE, EVIDENCE § 1124 (3d ed. 1940). 

Moreover, admission of prior consistent statements without an attack on his 

credibility would permit a party to prove his case by the indroduction of 

statements carefully prepared in advance even though no issue is raised in 

regard to the credibility of his present testimony at the hearing. 

For a discussion of the effect to be given to the evidence admitted under 

this section, see Section 1236 and the COml!'ent, thereto. 

Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) permits the introduction of a 

witness'prior consistent statement if (1) evidence of a prior inconsistent 

statement of the witness~s been admitted for the purpose of attacking bis 

credibility and (2) the prior consistent statement was made before the alleged 

inconsistent statement. 

Under existing California law, evidence of a prior consistent statement 

r apparently is admitted only to rebut a charge of bias, interest, recent 
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fabrication, or other improper motive. See the Comment to subdivision (b). 

t" However, existing law rr.ay preclude admission of a prior consistent statement 
'---

to rehabilitate a witness where a prior inconsistent staterr£nt has been ad-

mit ted for the purpose of attacking his credibility. See People v. Doyle, 

48 Cal. 85, 90-91 (1874). Nevertheless, when an attack has been made on the 

credibility of a witness by evidence of his prior inconsistent statement, 

evidence of his prior consistent staterr.ent clearly has probative value on the 

issue of his credibility when the consistent statement was made before the al·· 

leged inconsistent statement. Proof of a prior inconsistent statement 

necessarily is an implied charge that some intervening circumstance has in-

fluenced the witness' testimony at the hearing. Subdivision (a) makes it 

clear that evidence of the prior consistent statement is adnussabJ , under 

these circumstances. This is no more than a logical extension of the general 

rule that such evidence is admissible to rehabilitate a witness following an 

expressed or implied charge or recent fabrication. 

Subdivision (b). This subdivision codifies existing California law. 

See People v. Kynette, 15 Cal.2d 731, 104 P.2d 794 (1940). Of course, if the 
I 

consistent statement is made after the time the improper motive is alleged 

to have arisen, the logical thrust of the evidence is lost and the statement 

is inadmissible. See People v. Doetschman, 69 Cal. App.2d 486, 159 P.2d 
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